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1.0 SAMPLE DESCRIPTION 

1.1 GENERAL 

This  manual  has been prepared  to  enable  field  personnel  to  describe  soils as they  are 
encountered  and  used for engineering  purposes. It is  not  intended to be  a soil 
classification  system.  Whenever  possible terminology used should  conform  with  that 
of the  Unified  Soil  Classification System (USC). 

The  word soil, as wed in  engineering,  refers to all  surficial  materials  that are found 
overlying bedrock. Soil may be grouped into three major  divisions:  coarse-grained, 
fine-grained,  and  organic. 

Coarse-grained  soils may be described as those made up largely of particles  visible 
to the naked eye. This  group i n c l u b  boulders,  cobbles,  gravel  and  sand  particles. 
Fine-grained  soils  are  made  up of garticla not  visible  to  the naked eye.  Plasticity 
and  particle  size  cannot  be  accurately  determined  without  the use of refined  testing. 
For  field  identification,  fine-grained  soils may  be  classed as silt  or  clay by their 
behaviour  in a few  simple  testa. The simple  tests  listed  below may  be  used  to 
establish the identity of the  soils: 

Shaking  Test 

When a wet pat of soil is shaken  vigorously  in the hand,  the  surface  will  become 
glossy  and  show  free  water. If the  pat of soil  is  then  squeezed  in the fingers,  the 
free water may disappear and the surface  become  dull,  i.c.  dilates.  With  clay 
soils  this  phenomenon  will  not be noticeable  but  with silts and fine sands a rapid 
or good reaction  will be exhibited. 

Shine Test 

If a moist  lump is stroked with  considerable  pressure with the flat of a  pen knife 
blade or finger-nail,  the  type of muface imparted is an indication of the soil:  if 
a  shiny surface results, the gresence of clay is indicated;  silt  is  indicated if a dull 
surface is produced. 
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Dry Strength  Test 

If a small  piece of dry fine-grained  soil  is  broken or crushed with the fingers,  the 
breaking strength is an indication of the relative mwnts of silt or clay. Very 
low dry strength is indicated  when  the  soil powders d i l y  in the fingers,  and 
may be taken  as an indication of a sandy silt or silt.  Medium dry strength  is 
shown  by  difficulty in powdering the mil by finger  pressure,  but  the  soil  can  be 
broken  into mall pieces  without  great  difficulty.  This state indicates  silty  clays 
and clays of medium  plasticity.  High dry strength is indicated  when  the  pat of 
dry soil  cannot be broken  with  the  fingers. A highly plastic  clay is indicated  by 
this  condition. 

In addition to the tests mentioned above, clay  sticks to the fingers when  wet,  and  does 
not wash off readily,  whereas  silt  will wash away  easily or brush off if dry. When 
a small  amount of soil is placed btween the teeth, the presence of grit will  indicate 
silt or sand, but  if  no grit is detected a pure clay is present. 

Organie  soils are placed in a separate group becawe of their  appreciable  content of 
organic  matter.  Organic  soils are very compressible and spongy.  Purely  organic  soils 
are easily  recognized  by  their matted or fibrous  structure.  Partly organic soils may 
behave as a silt  or  clay,  but  are very compressible and usually  have a characteristic 
odour. 

The  order  in  which  a  soil is described is as follows: 

1. Principal  Component (capital letters). 
2. Unified  Soil  Classification  (in  parentheses) 
3. Principal  component modifiera (record in d e m a h g  order) 
4. Particle shape, size and grading. 
5. Moisture 
6. Colour  (Munsell colow chart for reference). 

Most  soils  consist of a mixture of va ri ou^ particle  sizes.  Therefore,  the  first  step is 
to decide  which is the principal  fraction and the componenh  which  act as a modifier. 
Table 1 lists the principal soil divisions  with their characteristics  which  lead  to 
identification. 
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TABLE 1 
GENERAL BASIS FOR FIELD DESORIPTION OF SOILS 

MAJOR 
DIVISION 

COARSE- 
GRAINED SOILS 

FINE-GRAINED 
SOILS 

ORGANIC SOILS 

SUBDIVISION 

Boulders 
Cobbles 

Gravel 

Sand 

Silt 

Clay 

Partly  organic 
- organic  clay 
- organic silt 

etc. 

Organic  Material 

FIEU) IDENTIFICATION 

- boulders greater  than 200 mm. - cobbles  smaller  than 200 mm  but larger than 75 mm. 

- smaller  than 75 mm but  larger  than 5 mm 
- me-gralned gravel is  smaller  than 75 mm but 

- flne-gralned  gravel is smaller  than 20 mm but  larger 

- smaller than 5 mm but larger than 0.075 mm. 
- coarsegrained sand Is smaller than 5 mm but  larger 

- mediumgrained sand is smaller  than 2 mm but larger 

- finegralned sand  is  smaller  than  0.4  mm  but  larger 

- exhibib dilatancy  (reacts to shaking  test) 
- powders easily when  dry,  only  slight dry strength 

larger  than 20 mm 

than 5 mm 

than 2 mm 

than 0.4 mm 

than 0,075 mm 

- to the Wth  
- dm rapidly - no shine imparted  when  moist  and  stroked  with  knife 

- not  dilatant 
- poss&ses appreoiable dry strength 
- when  moist, sticks tg fingers  and does not  wash off 

Made 

readily 
- not tQ the teeth 
- when  moist, a shiny surface is impartted  when 

Depending on amount  of  organic  materht,  these  soils 
usually have some cd the  characteristlcs of their 
inorganic  oounterparts: 

- usually highly  compressible  (spongy) 
- usually have characteristic dour 

Fimus structure - usually  brown  or black when  moist. 
Spongy.  Usually hW characteristic  odour. 

str&ed with a knife blade. 
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The textural  description is narned after the principal  component and modified by 
other components as follows: 

Presence of Component "XXX" 

> 35% 

21 - 35% 
11 - 20 % 

l - lO% 

Modifier 

and xxx 

xxx - cy 

some xxx 

trace of xxx 

Clay Silt Sand Gravel Description 

61 22 13 4 CLAY (e-) - silty, some sand,  trace 
of gravel 

- 5 55 40 SAND ( S A  - AND CiUVEL 

12 63 25 SILT (MA - sandy, some clay 

trace of silt 

1.3 UNIFIED SOIL CLASSIFICATION 

The  Unified Soil  Classification (USC) is determined  in accordance  with  the chart 
presented  in  Figure 1. 

1.4 PARTICLE SHAPE AND TEXTURE 

The terms used to describe particle shape and texture as presented in Figure 2 are: 

rounded, subrounded, angular, subangular, 
very rough,  rough, smooth, pabhed. 



UNIFIED SOIL CLASSIFICATION t 

TYPICAL 
NAMES CLASSIFICATION  CRITERIA 

WeH-grWsd graveII lrlo 

little or M llnss Between 1 and 3 

Poorly graUed gravels and 
gravel-spnd  mixtures. 
link or no linea 

OW grawl-mnd mlxturos. 

G~ Silty gravels. gravelaand- A ~ w b m g  llmlls ploltlng 

borderline clmaslllulionr 
requirlrtg me 01 dual 

silt  mixtures in hatched m a  are 

Alterberg limits  plot allove "A" line 
and phwtklly index greater than 7 rwnbols 

Atterberg  limltm plotting 
in hatched area are 
bord.r:ine  classifications 
requiring usa 01 Oual 



PARTICLE SHAPE 

Rounded 

PARTICLE TEXTURE 

S u b  -Rounded * Sub -Angular Angular 

Very-Roug h Rough Smooîh  Polished 
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1.5 GRADATION 

Grading is the  term applied to the particle-size  distribution of the soil. A uniform 
soil  has  a  predominance of particles of one size, material has sizes 
assorted over a wide range with  no one size predominating,  while  gap-graded  material 
has  sizes  assorted  over a wide range with a certain size lacking.  Illustrations of the 
three  gradations  previously  listed are presented on F i p e  3. 

1.6 MOISTURE CONTENT 

The following  terms are used to describe the moisture content: 

dry, damp, moist,  wet, saturated 

1.7 COLOUR 

colour is given  the  least  priority in order of ma description. Colour gives  some 
indication as to whether or not the soil hasl been oxidized md provides a means  for 
fidd identification. 

Soil  colour  is  determined by comparison  with 8 Munsell d o u r  chart. By using a 
standardized  colour chart any discrepancies due to the difference in which  individuals 
perceive COIOW are eliminated. For this reason, the Hue, Value and Chrome should 
be recorded. 
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Data Pramntd  hereon i 5  for the mie US. Of The tat inp menri6.r rap0rt.d  hurein hava boon perlormod by an E I A  technician to  
the rtiPUhtsd  client. EBA is  no t  responsible, r.coonimd  industry rtanderdq, unlem  otherwiso  not&. No other warranty Is mdm. 
nor con be hold  lieblet for use made Of this  Thau  dmtl do not inelude or rapresent any interpretation or opinion of rpsflfication 
wmrt bv anv  other  party.  with or without  the 
knowledge of EBA. 

compliance or material  Suitability.  Should  enginawing  interpretation  be required. 
EBA will provide it upon  written  rmuast. 

PARTICLE - SIZE ANALYSIS OF SOILS 

SIEVE 
Project: PASSING 

PERCENTAGE 

3" 

Project Number: 2" 

Date Tested: 

Borehole Number: 

Depth: 
** 

Soil  Description: 
318 '* 

l'h" 
1, ** 

Cu: 
Na. 10 cc: 

Na. 4 

Natural Moisture Content: % ,  

Remarks: 

No. 20 

No. 40 

.No. 60 

No. 100 

No. 200 

c 
L 

O1 
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1. apical Name: Boulders Cobbles Gravel Sand 

Add descriptive  adjectives  for  minor constituents 

2. USC Symbol: Estimate if desired. See Figure 1 

3. Gradation: (Well-graded)  (Poorly-graded) (Unifody-graded) (Gap-Graded) 

Describe range of particle sizes or predominant size or sizes 89 coarse, 
medium, or fine sand or gravel. 

4. Mm'miern Particle Size: Note percent by voIuma  of both  boulders and 
WbbltS 

5. Size Dktributiore: Approximate percent gravel, sand and fines in fraction 
finer than 75 MM. 

6. Grain ShpelTaturs: Angular Subangular Subrounded Rounded 

Very rough Rough Smooth Polished 

7. Colour: Use Munsell  notation,  if  possible 

May  be  neglected except for dark coloured soib. 

9. Moisture Content: Dry D m p  Moist  Wet Saturated 







4. sumlrrary: 
4. I As illustrated in Table 1, this classificditi~~~ system iden- 

Mes three major soil divisions: mane-grained soils, fine- 
grained soils, and highly o&c soils. These three divisions 
am further subdivided into a total of 15 basic soil groups. 

4.2 Based on the results of visual observations and pre- 
scribed hboratoty tests, a soil is catalogued accordiq to the 
basic soit p u p ,  migned P p u p  symbol(s) and name, and 
thereby chifiecl. The flow charts, Fs 1 for fine-grained 
mils, and Fw 2 for comqgmhed do&, can be used to assign 
the appropriate gr&p symbol(s) and m e .  

7. Sampling 
7.1 Samples shall be obtained and i d e n a d  in amr-  

danot with a method or methods, recommended in Recom- 
mended Guide D 420 QP by other ampted procedures.. 

7.2 For accurate identifleation, the minimum amount of 
test sample required . f o r  this test method will depend on 
which of the laboratory tests nwd to be performed. Where 
only the particlasize andysis Of the sample i s ,  required, 
specimens having the foUowing minimum dry weights are 
require& 

.. , 

Maximum Web Sh, 
Sieve Optniw 

Minimum Specimen Sb, 
Dry wt%ht 

4.75 mm (No. 4) 100 g (0.25 lb) 
9.9 mm (% in.) 200 g (0.5 I b )  

19.0 mm (V. in.) 1.0 @ (2.2 lb) 
38.1 mm (1% in.) 8.0 kg (18 lb) 
7Sx) mm (3 in.) 60.0 kg ( 132 lb) 

Whenaver possible, the field samples should have weights 
two to four times larger than shorn. 
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7.3  When the  liquid and plastic  limit tats must also be 
performed, additional  material will bc required  sufficient to 
provide 190 g to 200 g of soil finer than the No. 40 (425-ym) 
sieve. 

7.4 If the field  sample or test specimen  is smaller than  the 
minimum recommended amount, the report shall include an 
appropriate ,remark. 

8. claasifkntloo of Peat 
8.1 A sample composed primariry  of vegetable tissue  in 

various stages of decomposition and has a fibrous to amor- 
phous texture, ,a dark-brown to black  color,  and an organic 
odor should be designated as a highly organic soil and shall 
be classified as pat,  PT, and not subjected to the classifica- 
tion  procedures  described  hereafter. 

8.2 If desired, classification of type of peat can be per- 
formed in accordance with  Classification D 4427. 

9. Reparation for Classiflation 
9.1 Before a soil can be classified according to this 

standard, generally  the particle&e distribution of the minus 
Mn. (75-mm) material  and the plasticity characteristics of 
the minus No. 40 (425-pm) sieve material  must be deter- 

mined. See 9.8 for the specific required tqts. 
9.2 The prtparation ofthe soit &menCs) and the testing 

for particlesize distribution and liquid  limit and plasticity 
index shalf be in accordance with  accepted standard proce 
dum. Two proGedures for prqmation of the sbil specimens 
for  testing  for soil classili@ation purposes are' given in 
Appendixes X3 and X4. Appendix X3 describes the w d  
p-ti~n method and is the prefd method for cohesive 
soils that have never dried out and for organic soils. 

9.3 When reporting soil classifications determined by this 
standard, the preparation and test procedures used shall be 
reportcd or referenced. 

9.4 Although the test procedure used in determining the 
particle-size distribution or other conaideratiom may require 
a hydrometer analysis of the material, a hydrometer analysis 
is not neeemmy for soil classification. 

9.5 The percentage (by dry weight) of any  'plus 3-in. 
(75-mm)  material  must be determined  and reportcd as 
awiliary  information. 

9.6 The  maximum particle size shall be determined (mea- 
sured or estimated) and repod as auxiliary  information, 

9.7  When the  cumulative  particle-size  distribution  is re 
quirtd, a set of sicves shall be used which include the 

208 
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am requitad. For soils estimated to contain 90 % fines or 
mote, the percent f i n e  percent sand, and percent gravel 
may be estimated wing the grocadurw described in Practice 
D 2488 and so noted in the report. 
10. Preliminary Cbifkatlon pFoccdure 

1 O. 1 Class the soil aa Sngrained if 50 $6 or more by dry 
weight ofthe' test specimen passes the No. 200 (75-pm) sieve 
and follow Section 1 E. 

10.2 CI= the soil as coam+gmined if more than 50 % by 
dry weight of the tat specimen is retained on the No. 200 
(7S-pm) siave a d  follow &tion 12. 

11. Mum lor C%wdflca& ofB"Graiaed soils (50 46 
or mon by dry weight pmiq the No. 200 (75-pm) 
sieve) 

11.1 The  soil is an inorganic &y if the position of the 
plasticity index versus liquid limit plot, Fig. 3, falls on or 
above the "A" line, the plasticity  index is greater than 4, and 
the pmnce  O€ organic matter does not influence the liquid 
limit as determined in 11.3.2. 

minus NQ. 40 (42s pm) sieve matarid 

limit is less than 50. See ar&a idmtîfd as CL on Fig, '3. 

N o ~ a  1 T h e  plastid@ index and liquid limit are dctmnîncd on the 

1 1.1.1 Umify  the soil as a lean clay, CL, if the liquid 

1 1.1.2 ClasJify the soil as afat clay, CH, if the liquid limit 

209 
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is 50 or greater.. See area identitled as CH on Fig. 3. 
I '  .N- 7-In aues where the liquid limit txcEeds 110 or the phtkity 
ln& eXcecds 60, the plasticity chart may be expanW by maintainin& 
the m e  d u  on both axes and extending the -A'' 'line at the i n d i c a t e d  
gopK 

.", 1 1.1.3 ClasJifi , the soil as a silty clay, &ML, if the 
position of the pl&sticity index vmw liquid' l i i i t  plot f& 
i?n or' above thc "A" line and ' the plasticity index is in the 
qi! of 4 to 7. See a m  identified as CLML on Fig. 3. 

11.2 The soil i s  an inorganic  silt if the position of the 
plasticity index versus liquid  limit plot, Fig. 3, falls below the 

line oc the plasticity index is legs than 4, and presence of 
organic matter does not influence the liquid  limit as deter- 
mind in 1 1.3.2. 

1 1 .a, 1 Cl- the sail as a silt, ML, if the liquid limit is 

' 1 12.2 Class@ the soil as an elmic silr, MH, if the liquid 
limit is 50 or greater. See area identified as MH on Fw, 3. 
-.'11.3~Thesoil~~oorganicsiltorclayiforganicmattcr~ 
prescrit in sufflcicnt amounts to influence  the  liquid limitas 
dtterminwf in 11.3.2. 

1 1.3.1 If the soil has a dark color and an organic odor 
when moist and w w ,  n second liquid'limit test sfiall be 
performad on a test specimen which'has been oven dried at 
110 f 5°C to a constant weight, typically over  night. 
.' 1 1.3.2 The soil is an organic silt or organic clay if the 
liquid limit after oven cbying is lcss than 79 % of the  liquid 
limit of the original specimen determined before oven dryirq~ 
(ste proctdure B 0CPractice D 2217). 
, ' 1 1.3.3 CIasSlfy the soil as an organic silt or organic clay, 
OL,,,if the liquid limit (not oven dried) is l e s s  than 50 %. 

.. . 

than 50. See area identified as ML on Fig. 3. 

,: . 

Clwify the soil as an organic silt, OL, if the  plasticity index 
is less than 4, or the position of the plasticity index v e m  
liquid  limit  plot-falls below the "A" line. Classify the soil as 
an organic clay, OL, if the.plasticity  index is 4 .or greater and 
the position of the plasticity index versus liquid  limit plot 
f a  on or above the "A" line. Ste area identified as OL (or 
&ML) on Fig. 3. 

11.3.4 Clast@ the soil as an organic clay or organic silt, 
OH, if the liquid limit (not oven dried) is 50 or greater. 
Cl- the soil as an organic silt, OH, if the position of the 
plasticity index  versus  liquid limit, plot f& below the "A" 
line. CIaaify the soil as au organic clay, OH, if the position 
of the plasticity index  versus liquid-limit plot fatls on or 
above the "A" line. See area identified as OH on Fw 3. 

11.4 If less than 30 %I but 15 ?4 or more of the test 
specimen is retained on the No. 200 (75-pm) sieve, the words 
"with sand" or "with gravel" (whichever is predominant) 
shall b e .  added to the group name. For example, l e a n  clay 
with sand, CL; I t  , y i t h  gravd, ML. If the percent of sand is 
equal to-the percent of gravtl, use "with sand." 

11.5 If 30 96 or more of the test specimen is retained on 
the No. 200 (75-pm) sieve,  th^ words "sandy" or "gravelly" 
shall k added to the group name. Add the word %ndy" if 
30 % or more of the test specimen is retained on the No. 200 
(75ym) sieve and the camegained portion is predomi- 
nantly sand.  Add the word ugravelly" if 30 % or more of the 
test specimen is retained on the No. 200 (75-pm) sieve  and 
the coarse-graincd portion is predominantly gravel. For 
example, sandy lean clay, Cr;, gravelly fat clay, CH, sandy 
silt, ML. If the percent of sand is equal to the  percent of 
gmrvel, us@ "sandy." 

21 1 
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S I E V E  ANALYSIS 

I SCREEN- I N  1 SIEVE NO. I 
100 

3 2 I V *  I 4 IQ 20 40 60 140 h0 

BO 

60 

40 

2 o .  

O 

0.075 

12. Procedure for Classification Qf Cod- Soils 
(more than 50 % retained on the No. 200 (75-pm) h ~ )  

12.1 class the soil as giavel if more than 50 9% of the 
coarse fraction [plwNo. 200 (75-~m) sieve] is retained on 
the No. 4 (4.75-mm) sieve. 

12.2 Class the soil as w d  if50 9% or more of the come 
fraction [plus No. 200 (75-pm) sieve] passez, the No. 4 
(4.75-mm) sieve. 
12.3 If 12 % or less of the test  specimen  passes  the No. 

200 (75-pm) sieve,  plot the cumulative. particle-size distribu- 
tion, Fig.  4, and compute the coefficient of uniformity, Cu, 
and d c i e n t  of curvature, Cc, as given in Eqs 1 and 2. 

Cu = % m o  (1) 
cc = (D30)2/(D,O x Da) (21 

where: 
Dl& D30, and bm = the particleaizc diametek corm 
sponding to 10, 30, and 60 %, respectively, passing on the 
cumulative particlssize distribution curve, Fig.' 4. 

NOTH 8-It may be nccemary to cxmpohte the m.to obtain the 

12.3.1 If less than 5 % of the test specimen passes the No, 
200 (75-pm) sieve; cl& the soil as a well-graded gravel, 
GW, or well-graded sand, SW, if Cu is greater than 4.0 for 
gravel or greater than 6.0 for sand, and Cc is at least 1.0 but 
not more than 3.0. 

12.3.2 If lw than 5 % of the test  specimen passes the No. 
200 (75-pm) sieve, cIassify the soil as poorly graded gravel, 
GP, or poorly graded sand, SP, if either the Cu or the Cc 
criteria for welI-gmdcd soils are not satisfied. 

12.4 If more than 12 96 of the test sptcimen passes the 
No. 200 (73-pm) sieve, the soil shall be considered a 

, .  

DI, +etCr. 

212 

comegmhed soil with fines. The &es are determined to be 
either clayey or silty based on the plasticity index vems 
liquid limit plot on Fig. 3. (See 9.8.2.1 ifinsufjïcient material 
available for testing). (See NOTE 6) 
12.4.1 Ciasify the soil as a clayey gravel, GC, or cluyey 

sand, SC, if the fines ase clayey, that is, the position of the 
plasticity index vtrsm liquid limit  plot, Fig. 3, falls on ,or 
above the "A" line and the plasticity index is greater than 7. 
12.4.2 classify the mit as a silty gravel, GM, or silty sand, 

SM,  if the fines are silty; that is, the position of the plasticity 
iadm versus liquid limit  plot, Fig. 3, f a  below the "A" line 
or the plasticity index is less than 4. 

sail BS a billy, clayey gravel, GC-GM, if it is a gravel  or a silty, 
clayey sad, Se-SM, S i t  is a ssmd. 
12.5 If 5 to 12 96 ofthe test specimen passes the No. 200 

(75ym) sieve,  give the soil B dual classification using two 
group symbols.. 
12.5.1 The first group symbol shall comsgond to that for 

a gravel or sand ha- less than 5 9% 5nes (GW, GP, SW, 
SR, and the second symbol shall correspond to a gravel or 
sand having more than 12 % fiaes (GC, GM, SC, SM). 

12.5.2 The g ~ p  name shall correspond to the first group 
symbl plus "with clay" or "with silt" to indicate the 
pIâsticity characteristics of the fines. For example, well- 
graded gravel with clay, E w e ,  poorly graded sand with 
dt, SP-SM (See 9.8.2.1 if insufficient material available for 
testing). 

12.4.3 If the fines plot as a silty clay, &ML, classify the ' 

NOTE 9-IF the fines plot as a silty clay, &ML, the second group 
symbol should be either OC or SC. For example, a poorly graded sand 
with 10 4& fines, a liquid limit of 20, and a plasticity index of 6 would be 
clsrsificd 88 a w d y  graaad sand with dty clay, SP-SC. 



..' 12.6 If the specimen is predominantly sand or gravel but 
matains 15 % or more of the other coarse-grained constit- 
uent, the words "with gravel" or *with sand" shall be added. 
to the group name.  For example, poorly graded gravel 4th 
sand, clayey sand with gravel. 

12.7 If the field sample,contaiaed any cobbles or baddm 
or both, the words "with cobbles," or "with cobtilea and 
boulders" shall be added to the group name. For example, 
silty gravel with cobbles, GM. I 

. I  , , . ' .  , 

. *  * 

.. I 

the procedures in Practice D 2488. A local or commercial 
name or ge&gic interpretation for the material may be 
addecl at the end of the descriptive information if  identified 
as such. The test procedures used shall be referenced. 

NOTE l0"Exumple: Clayey Gravel with Sund und Cobbles (Cc)- 
46 % fine to carsa, bard, subrounded gravel; 30 % fins to came, had, 
submuaded sand; 24 % cleycy fines, LL 38, PI = 19; wcak reaction 
with Ha, original field sample had 4 % hard, subrounded cobbles, 
maximp aimenoion 150 mm. 

h-Phce conditon+fh, homogeneous, dry, brown. 
h logic Inmpretation-alluvial fan. 
NOT@ 11-Otlitr wcampks of aoil &scriptiom are given in Appendix 

Xl. .  , 

14. KeyW?rds 
14.1 A t t d q  limits; classiftcation; clar, .gradation; 

gravel; lolboratory c b i b t i o n ;  organic sow, sana silt; soil 
c@ssi@ation; soil tests . ; q ' 

I 

, t , . 
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31 96 sand and sand-size  shell pieces; 7 % fines; would be hard,  angular  gravel-size  particles; 1 I % cow, hard,  angular 
classified as "Poorly  Graded  Gravel  with  Sand (GP)". sand-size  particles, dry, tan; no reaction with HCI; Cc = 2.4, 

from fit No. 7; "Poorly Graded  Gravel (GP)"-89 9% fine, 
X2.4.4 Crushed R o c k - P r d  gravel and cobbles  Cu = 0.9. 

X3. PREPARATION AND TESTING FOIE CIASSIRCATION PURPOSES BY THE WET METHOD 

X3.1 This appendix describes the steps in preparing  a soil 
sample for testing for pu~poses of soil classification using a 
wet-preparation procedure. 

X3.2 Samples prcpand in accocdance with this procedure 
should contain as much of their natural water content 85 
possible and every effort should be made during obtainiq, 
preparing, and transportatirtg the samples to maintain the 
natural moisture. 
X3.3 The procedures to be followd in this standard 

assume that the field  sample contains fines, sand, gravel, and 
plus 3-in. (75-mm) particles and the cumulative partide-size 
distribution plus the liquid limit and plasticity index values 
are required (see 9.8). Some of the following steps may be 
omitted when  they are not applicable to the soil being tested. 

X3.4 If the mil contains plus No. 200 (75-pm) particles 
that would  degrade duria dry si- use a test proobdurc 
for determining the particlesize duracteristics that prevents 
this degradation. 
X3.5 Sincc th is  classification system is limited to the 

portion of a sample  passing the 3-in. (75-mm) sieve,  the plus 
3-in. (75-mm) material shall be removed prior to the 
determination  of the particle-sizc characteristics and the 
liquid  limit and plasticitjr  index. 

X3.6 The portion of the field  sample finer than the 3-in. 
(75-mm) sieve shall be obtained as follows: 
X3.6.1 Separate the field  sample into two fractions on a 

3-in. (79-mm) sieve, being careful to maintain the natural 
water content in the minus Mn. (79-mm) fraction. Any 
particles adhering to the  plus  3-in. (75-mm) particles shall be 
brushed or wiped off and placed in the fraction passing the 
3-in. (75-mm) sieve. 
X3.6.2 Determine the air+ or ovendry weight of the 

fraction retained on the 3-in. (75-mm) sieve. Determine the 
total (wet)  weight of the fraction passing the 3-in.  (75-mm) 
sieve. 

X3.6.3 Thoroughly mix the fraction  passing the 3-in. 
(75-mm) sieve. Determine the watep content, in accordance 
with  Test  Method D 2216, of a rtpresentative specimen with 
a minimum dry weight as required in 7.2. Save the water- 
content specimen for detemination of the particle-sizc 
analysis in accordance with X3.8. 
X3.6.4 Compute the dry weight of the fraction passing the 

3-in. (75-mm) sieve based on the water content and total 
(wet)  weight. Compute the total dry weight of the sample and 
calculate the percentage of material retained on the 340. 
(75-mm) sieve. 

X3.7 Detemine the  liquid limit and plasticity  index as 
follows: 

X3.7.1 If the soil  disaggregates  readily,  mix on a clean, 
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hard surface and select a representative  sample by quartering 
in accordance with practice C 702. 

X3.7.1.1 If the soil contains coarse-grained particles 
coated with and bound  together by tough clayey material, 
take extreme care in obtaining a representative portion of the 
No, 40 (425-pm) fraction. Typically, a larger portion than 
normal has to be selected, su& as the minimum weights 
rcquircd in 7.2. 
X3.7.1.2 To obtain a  representative  specimen  of a basi- 

d y  cohesive soil, it may be advantageoug to pass the soit 
titrough a %-in. (19-mm) sieve or other convenient size so 
the material can be more easily mixed and then quartered or 
split to obtain the representative specimen. 

X3.7.2 Process the rcpmntative specimen in accordanœ 
with proCCdure E of Practice D 2217. 

X3.7,3 Perform the liquid-limit tea in accordancc with 
Test Method D 43 18, except the soil shall not be air dried 
prior to the test. 

X3.7.4 Perform the plastic-limit tcst in amrdancc with 
Tat Method D 431 8, except the sail shall not lx air dried 
prior to the  test, and calculate the plasticity  index. 
X3.8 Determine the particle" distribution as follows: 
X3.8.1 If the  water  content  of the fraction passing the 

3-in. (75-mm) sieve  was  required  (X3.6.3),  use the water- 
content specimen foc determining the particlbsize distribu- 
tion. Otherwise, select a reprtstntative specimen in accor- 
dance with practice C 702 with a minimum dry weight as 
required in 7.2. 

X3.8.2 IF the  cumulative psrrtide-size distribution in- 
cluding a hydrometer analysis is required, determine the 
particle-size  distribution  in accordance with Test Method 
D 422. See 9.7 for the set of quirad sieves. 
X3.8.3 If the  cumulative paticle&e distribution  without 

a  hydrometer analysis is required, determine the particlesiq 
,distribution in accordance with Method C 136. See 9.7 for 
the set of required sieves. The specimen  should be soaked 
until all clayey aggregations Rave sofiened and then washed 
in accordance with Test  Method C 1 17 prior to performing 
the particle-size  distribution. 
X3.8.4 If the  cumulative particlesize distribution is not 

required,  determine the ptrccnt fines, percent sand, and 
percent  gravel  in  the specimen in accordaace~ with Test- 
Method C 1 17, being sure to soak the specimen low enough 
to mfken all clayey  aggregations, followed by Method C 136 
using a nest of sieves  which shall include a No. 4  (4.75-mm) 
sieve and a No. 200 (75-pm) sieve. 
X3.8.5 Calculate  the  percent fines, percent  sand, and 

percent  gravel in the minus  3-in. (75-mm) fraction  for 
classification purposes. 
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X4. AIR-DRIED METHOD OF PREPARATION OF SOILS FOR TESTING FOB CLASSIFICATION PURPOSES 

X4.1 This appendix describes the steps in preparing a soil 
sample for testing for purposes of soil classification when. 
airdrying the soil before testing is specified or d e w  or 
when the natural  moisture  content is near that of an airdrid 
state. 
X4.2 If the soil  contains  organic matter or m i n d  

colloids that are irreversibly &ected by air drying, zhe 
wet-prepamtion method as described in Appendix X3 should 
be used. 
X4.3 Since this classification  system is limited to the 

portion of a sample passing the 3-in. (75-mm) sicve, the plus 
3-in. (75-mm) material shall be removed prior to the 
determination  of the particlesize characteristics and the 
liquid limit and plasticity index. . 
X4.4 The portion of the field sample finer than the 3-in. 

(75-mm) sieve shall be obtained as follow: 
X4.4.1 Air dry and weigh the field sample. 
X4,4.2 Separate the field sample into two fractions on a 

3-in: (75-mm) sieve. 
X4.4.3 Weigh the two fractions and compute the per- 

centage of the plus  3-in. (75-mm) material in the  field 
sample. 

X4.5 Determine the particle-size  distribution and liquid 
limit and plasticity index as follows ( w e  9.8 for when  these 
tests are required): 

X4:S.l Thoroughly  mix the fraction  passing the 3-in. 
(79-mm) sieve. 
X4.5.2 If the cumulative  particle-size distribution in- 

cluding B hydrometer anaIysis is required, determine the 
@cle-sizc distribution in acoordancG with Test Method 
D 422. See 9.7 for the set of sieves that is required. 
X4.5.3 If the cumulative particle-size distribution without 

a hydrometer analysis is required, determine the particlesize 
diebution in accordaxm witb Test Mcthod D 1140 fol- 
lowed by Method C 136. See 9.7 for the set of sieves that is 
required. 
X4.5.4 If the cumulative particle-sizc distribution is not 

required, determine the perccnt f i n a  percent md, and 
pcrcent gravel in the qecimen in accordance with Test 
Method D 1 140 followed by Method C 136 using a nest of 
sieva which shall include a No. 4 (4.7s-mm) sieve and a No. 
200 (75-pm) sicve. 

X4.5.5 If required, detemine the liquid limit and the 
plasticity index of the test sgecimen in accordance with Test 
Method D 43 18. 

X5.1 In some  cases, because of lack of  space, an abbrevi- 
ated system may be useful to indicate the soil c l d a t i o n  
symbol and name. Examples of such cam would be graph- 
ical logs, databases, tables, etc, 

XS.2 This abbreviated  system is not a substitute for the 
full name and descriptive  information  but can be used in 
supplementary presentations when the complete  description 
is referenced, 
X5.3 The abbreviated  system should consist of the soil 

classification symbol bascd on this standard with appropriate 
lower caw letter prefixes and suftïxes as: 

Prefw sutl-ix 
8 = sandy s = with sand 
g = gravelly g = with gravel 

c = cobbles 
b = boulders 

X5.4 The mil classification  symbol is to be enclosed  in 
parenthesis. Soma examples  would be: 

Group Symbol and Full Name Abbreviated 
CL, Sandy lean clay S(w 
SPSm, Poorly graded sand with  silt and (SP-SM)g 

GP, poorly graded gravel with sand, (GP)scb 

ML, gmvelly silt with sand and cobbIes g(ML)= 

@vel 

wbblm and boulders 

X6.1 Changes  in  this  version from the previous Clwifieation Symbals. 
D 2488 - 92 include the addition  of X5 on Abbreviatcd Soil 
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@) Designation: D 2488 - 93 

Standard Practice for 
Description and Identification of SoiCs (Visual,-Manual 
Procedure)' 

1. scow 
1,1 'This practice  covers  procedures for the description of 

ai la  for  engineering purposes. 
1.2 This practice also describes a procedure for idatif)iag 

soils, at the option of the user, based on the classification 
system described in Test Method D 2487. The identification 
is based on visual  examination and manual tests. It must be 
dearly stated in reporting an identification that it is based on 
visuial-manual procedures. 

1.2.1 When precise classification of Soils for engineerins 
purposes is required, the procedures prescribed in Tm 
Method D 2487 shall be used. 
'. ' 1.2.2 In this practice, the identification  portion assigning$ 
. . a ~ p u p  symbol and name is  limited to soil particles smaller 
than 3  in. (75 mm). 

1.2.3 The identification  portion of this practice is limited 
to naturally  occurring  soils  (disturbed and undisturbed). 

NOTE I-This practiw may be used as a descriptive system appiiad 
to such materials as shale, claystone, shells, crushed rock, etc. (Sce 
Apphdix X2). 

l . 3  The descriptive  information  in t h i s  practice may be 
yed with other soil  classification systems or for materials 
other than naturally occurring soils. 

1.4 This standard  does not  purport to address  all of the 
&cy problem, i f  any,  associated  with its use. Ir is the 
tësponsibility of the user of this  standard to establish appm 
&ate sqtety and  health  practices and determine  the appiiaa- 
bility of regulatory  limitations  prior to use. For specifre 
Precautionary  statements  see Section 8. 
' 1.5- The values stated  in  inch-pound  units are to be wed as the standard. 

2, ' Referenced Documents 
2.1 ASTM Stundards: 

. I .  

.. , 
D 653  Terminology  Relatine to Soil, Rock, and C o n a d  

Fluids2 
D 1452 Practice for Soil  Investigation and Sampling by 

D 1586 Method  for  Penetration  Test and Split-Barrel 
Auger  Boring$ 

Sampling of Soils2 - 
This practice is under the jurisdiction of ASTM Commit* D l 8  on Soil and 

Rodr and h the dim responsibility of Suboommitkg D18.07 on IdentifiFltton 
Cksiflcation of Soils. 

hrrcnt edition approved Sept. 15, 1993. PuMished November 1993. QrigiaPuy 
wblishcd as D 2488 - 66 T. Lpa previous cdition I) 2488 - 90. 

Annual Badi of &TM Stanhrds, Vol 04.08. 
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D 1587 hct im for Thin-Walled Tube Sampling of Soils2 
D 21 13 Practice for Diamond Core Drilling for Site 

D2487 Cbsikation of Soils for  Engineering Purposcs 

DM83 Practice for Description of Frozen  Soils  (Visual- 

Investigation2 

(Unified Soil Classification 

Manual procedure)2 

3. Terminology 
3.1 Definitions: 
3.1.1 Except as listed below, all definitions are in  accor- 

dance with Terminology D 653. 
NOTE &For particla retained on a Xu. (75-mm) US standard 

sieve, the following definitions arc suggested: 
CobbleJ--particllcs of rock that Will pass a 12411. (300-rnm) square 

opening and be retained on B 3411. (75-mm) sieve, and 
Boulders-particcles of rock that will not pass a 12411. (300-mm) 

square owning. 
3.1.1.2 clay-soil passing B No. 200 (75-prn) sieve  that 

can be made to exhibit  plasticity  (putty-like  properties) 
within a range of water  contents,  and that exhibits  consider- 
able strength  when  air-dry. For classification, a clay is a 
finegrainid soil, or the fine-egained portion of a  soil,  with  a 
plasticity  index  equal to or greate~ than 4, and the plot of 
plasticity  index  versus  liquid  limit falls on or above the "A" 
line (see Fig. 3 of Test Method D 2487). 

3.1.1.3 gravel-particles of rock that will pass a 3-in, 
(75-mm) sieve and be retained on a No. 4 (4.75-mm) sieve 
with the following  subdivisions: 

coarse-passes a 3-in. (75-mm) sieve and is retained on a 
3/4-in. ( 19-mm) sieve. 

fine-passes a 3/4-in. (19-mm) sieve and is retained on a 
No. 4 (4.75-mm) sieve. 

3.1.1.4 organic cky-a cIay  with sufficient organic con- 
tent to influence the soil properties.  For  classification, an 
organic  clay  is a soil that would be classified as a clay,  except 
that its liquid  limit  value after oven  drying  is less than 75 96 
of its  liquid  limit  value before oven  drying. 

3.1.1.5 organic silt-a silt with sufIicient  organic  content 
ta influence  the  soil  properties.  For  classification, an organic 
silt is a soil  that  would be classified as a silt  except that its 
liquid  limit value after  oven drying is less than 75 % of its 
liquid limit value before oven  drying. 

3.1.1.6 pear--a soil composed primarily of vegetable  tissue 
in  various stages of decomposition  usualfy with an  organic 
odor,  a dark brown to black  color, a spongy  consistency, and  a 
texture ranging from  fibrous to amorphous. 

3.1.1.7 sa?&-particles  of rock that will pass a No. 4 
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(4.75-mm) sieve and be retained on a No. 200 ( 7 5 - p )  sieve 
with the  following  subdivisions: 

coarse"pBsscs a No, 4 (4.75-mm) sieve and is retained on 
a No. 10 (2.00-mm) sieve. 

medium--passes a No. 10 (2.00-mm) sieve and is retained 
on a No. 40 (425-pm) sieve. 

fine-passcs a No. 40 (425-pm) sieve and is retained on a 
No. 200 (75-pm) sieve. 

3.1,1.8 siZt"s0il passing a Na. 200 (75yrn) sieve that is 
nonplastic or very  slightly plastic and that exhibits IiRk or no 
strength when air dry. For classification, a silt is a fine- 
grained soil, or the finegrained portion of a soil, with a 
plasticity  index less than 4, or the plot of plasticity index 
venus liquid  limit falls below the "A" line (see Fig, 3 of Test 
Method D 2487). 

GROUP SYMBOL 

4. Summary of Practice 
4.1 Using visual examination and simple  manual tes1 

this  practice  gives standardid criteria  and procedures fi 
describing and identifying soils. 

4.2 The soil cai be given an identification by assigning 
group symbol(s) and name. The flow charts, Figs. la and I 
for fine-grained soils, and Fig. 2, for cosrse-grained soils, ce 
be used to assign the appropriate group symbol(s) and nam 
If the soil has properties which do not distinctly place it in 
a specific goup, borderline symbols may bc used, I 
Appendix X3. 

NOTE 3-It is suggtsted that B distinction be made between d& 
symbols and borderlfne symbols. 

Dud Symbol-A dual symboi is  two symbols SepaFated by a hyphe 
for example, GP-GM, SW-SC, CLrML uscd to indicate that the soil h 
been identified as having the properties of a chification in accordan 
with T a  Method D2487 where two symbols are quid. TV 
symbols arc required when the soil has between 5 and 12 56 fincs I 

GROUP NAME 
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r the liquid limit and plasticity  index Vatues plot in the CLML area 

Bordprine Symbol--A borderline symbol is two symbols Bcpafirted 
by a slash, for example, cL/CH, OM/SM, CLFIL. A borderline symbol 

uscd to indicate that the mil has been identifies as having 
thPt do not  distinctly place the soil into a specific group (wt 

the plastioity chart, 

X3). 

I 

k 
t 
I 

Sisnifance and Use 
5.1 The descriptive information requiFed.in this practice 

Cap be used to describe a soil to aid in the evaluation of its 
cant  properties  for engineering use. 

descriptive information rcquired in this practice 
used to supplement the classification of a soil as 
by Test Method D 2487. 

5.3 This practice may be used in identifying  soils  using the 
cation group symbols and names as prescribed  in  Test 

ethod D 2487. Since the mes and symbols used in th is  
practice to identify the soils are the same as those used in 

t Method D 2487, it shall be chrly stated in reports and 
Other appropriate documents, that the cladfication 
bol and name are based on visual-mana procedures. 

5.4 This practice is to be used not only for  identification 
soils in the field, but also in the offEce, laboratory, or 
crever soil samples are inspected and described. 
5.5 This practice has particular value in grouping similar 

samples so that only a minimum  number of laboratory 
need be run for positive  soil clamification. 

&The ability to dtscribe and identify soils correctly is learned 
Tc mdily under the guidance of cxpwienccd personnel, but it may 
bu acquired systematically by comparing numerical laboratory test 

mdts fOF mid soils of each type with their visual and manual 
chmmeristim. 

5.6 When dtscribing and identifying soil samples from a 
given bring, test  pit, or group of borlngs or pits, it is not 
necGssary to follow all of the promlures in this practice for 
every sample. Soils which appear to be similar can bc 
group& t@ec one sample completely described and 
identitied with the others r e f e d  to as similar based on 
performing only a few of the descriptive and identification 
procedures described in this practice. 

5.7 This practice may be used in combination with 
Practice D 4083 when working  with  frozen soiIs. 

6. AppeGPtllS 
6. I Required Apparatus: 
6.1.1 P&t Xnre or Smali Spatula. 
6.2 Useful Auxiliary Apparatus: 
6.2.1 Sm11 Test Tube and Stopper (or jar with tl lid). 
6.2.2 Sm& Hand Lens. 

7. Reagmts 
7.1 Purity of Water-Unless otherwise  indicated,  refer- 

ences to water shall be understood to mean  water from a city 
water supply or natural source, including non-potable  water. 
7.2 Hydrochlork Acid-A small bottle of dilute  hydro- 

chloric acid, WCI, one parf HQ (10 N) to three parts  water 
(This reagent is optional for use with this practice). See 
section 8. 
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(a) Rounded 

(e) Subrounded (d) Subangular 

8. Safety Recautions 
8.1 When  preparing the dilute HCl solution of one part 

concentmted  hydrochloric  acid (10 N) to three pgtts of 
distilled  water, slowly add  acid into water  following naxsslry 
safety precautions.  Handle  with caution and store safely. If 
solution  comes into contact with the skin, rinse thoroughly 
with  water. 

8.2 Caution-Do not add water to acid. 

9, Sampling 
9.1 The sample shall be considered to be regrescntative of 

the stratum from which it was obtained by an appropriate, 
accepted, or standard procedure. 
NOTE 5--PrCfcrably,  the  sampling produre should be identified as 

having  been  conducted in accordance with Practices 1452, D 1587, or 
D2113, or Method D 1586. 

9.2 The sample  shall be carefully  identified  as to origin. 
NOTE 6"Remarks as to the origin may  take  the form of a boring 

number  and  sample  number in conjunction with a job number, a 
geologic  stratum,  a pedologic horizon OF a location description with 
respect to a m a n e n t  monument, a grid system or a station number 
and  offset  with respect to  a stated centerline and a depth or elevation. 

9.3 For accurate description and identification, the min- 
imum amount of the specimen to be examined  shall be in 

TABLE 1 Crlteda for Delcdbing Angularity of Connr.GnhU 
Pnrtlcks (WB Fig. 3) 

Deswiptlon  Criteria 

r n h r  Pwtlcies have sharp edges and relatively pkns skia8 wlth 
unpolished surtaws 

rwnded edges 
Subangular Partldss are similar to angular description but have 

Subrounded Partldes have newly plane sides but have welkwndsd 

Rounded Partlde~ have smoothly wed sick and no eclgw 
cornara and edges 

amrdance with the following  schedule: 
Mnximum P P r t i ~  Size, 

Siew Opening 
4.75 mm (No. 4) 100 g (0.25 lb) 
9.5  mm (K in.) 200 g (0.5 Ib) 
19.0 mm (Y4 in.) 1.0 kg (2.2 Ib) 
38. I mm ( I  Va in.) 8.0 kg (18 Ib) 
75.0 mm (3 in.) 60.0 kg ( I32 Ib) 

NOTE 7-If random  isolated particles are encountered  that arc 
significantly larger than  the  particles  in  the soil matrix, the soil matrix 
can be accurately described and identified  in  accordance  with the 
precetding  schedule. 

Minimum Specimen Size, 
Dry Weight 

9.4 I f  the  field  sample or specimen  being  examined is 
smalIer than the minimum  recommended amount, the 
report shall include an appropriate remark. 

10. Descriptive Information for Soils 
10.1 Angularity-Describe the angularity of the sand 

(coarse  sizes  only),  gravel,  cobbles, and boulders, as angular, 
subangular, subrounded, or rounded in accordance with  the 
criteria in Table 1 and Fig. 3. A range of angularity may be 
stated,  such as: subrounded to rounded, 

10.2 Shape-Describe the shape of the gravel,  cobbles, 
and boulders as flat,  elongated, or flat and elongated if they 
meet the criteria in Table 2 and Fig. 4. Otherwise, do not 
mention the shape. indicate the fraction of the particles  that 
have the shape,  such as: one-third of the gravel particles are 
flat. 

10.3 Color-Describe the color.  Color  is an important 
property in identifying organic soils, and within a given 
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PARTICLE SHAPE 

I .  , W WIDTH 
T-THtCKNESS 
L =LENGTH 

. -  
5.," 
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,..r. ; 
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FLAT: W/T 3 3 

' FLAT. AND ELONGATED: 
, - meets both criteria 

>. -,- , ,.. , .. ELONGATEO: L/ W > 3  

' 1 . 1  

\: h '  
t '  . 
G i ' , .  ' .  FIQ. 4 cm& lor paarticta shape 



TABLE 7 CFierria for WscrlMng Structure 

s t r a w  rJtwMtinala~ofvarylngmaterialweolw~llywB911 
least6mrnUlick:notetMekness 

Laminated rJtamatlnglayersofvarylngmaterialorEolwwlthth8 
l a m  less than 6 mm thidr; note tkkness 

Description ClltWia 

Asswed Bnaks etortg defmne pbrm of fractus with mtls 
r e s l s u n e e t o ~ ~  

SHdrenSlded - WQeW powsheclw QloesY, - 
-Y 

$viared 
~ s o i l t h a t c a n b e b m l r e n d o r m i n t o "  

knnppwMch"lxeakdom 
Lensed lnekwknofarndl~ofdlf ferentsol ls ,ruchro~ 

hmmsofBandI#mwrdthrougha~ofday,note 
WdrWl 

. H o m o g e n e o u s  -"daFl=-3throughout 

tation of the soil, or both, may be added if identified as such. 
10.15 A classification or  identifiation ,of the soil in 

acdordance with other classification systems  may be addd if 
identified as such. 

11 Identiflcatioa of Peat 
1 1.1 A sample  composed  primarily of vegetable tissue in 

various stages of decomposition that has a fibrous to 
amorphous texture, usually a dark brown to black color, and 
an organic odor, ahall be designaml as a  highly organic soil 
and shall be identified as peat., PT, and not subjected to the 
identification proCadures desuit& h d e r .  

12. Preparation for Identiflation 
12.1 The soil identification  portion of th is  practice 6 

based on the portion of the soil sample that will pass a 3-in. 
(75-mm)  sieve. The larger than %in.  (75-mm) particles mut 
be removed,  manually, for a loose sample, or mentally, for 
an intact sample befm classifying the soil. 
12.2 Estimate and note the percentage of cobbles and the 

percentage of boulders. Performed  visually,  them  estimates 
will be on the basis of volume  percentage. 

NOTE 8"Sincc the percentaga of the particle-siza distribution in 
Test Method D 2487 are by dry wkight. and the tgtimatcs of miages 
for gravel, sand. and fines in thk practiec are by dry weight, it is 
recommended that the report state that the percen- of cobbles and 
boulders QTC by volume. 

12.3 Of the fraction of the soil  smaller than 3 in. (75 mm), 
estimate and note the percentage, by dry weight, of the 
gravel, sand, and fines (see Appendix X4 for suggested 
procedures). 

NOTE 9"Sinea thc paFticlc-size components appear visually on the 
basis of volume. considerable experience is required to d m a t e  thc 
pereentagw on the basis of dry wcisht. Frequent cornparisom with 
laboratory particlasize a n a l m  should be made. 
12.3.1 The percentages shall be estimated to the clornt 

5 9%. The percentaga of gravel, sand, and fines  must add up 
to l o o  %. 
12.3.2 If one of the components is present but not in 

sufficient quantity to be considered 5 % of the smaller than 
3-in.  (75-mm)  portion,  indicate  its  presence by the t a m  
trace, for example, trace of fines. A trace. is  not to be 
considered in the total of 1 0 0  % for the components. 

13. Preliminary Identification 
13.1 The soil is fine grained if it contains 50 % or more 

finm. Follow the procedures  for  identifying  fine-grained  soils 
of Seclion 14. 

13.2 The soil is coarse grained if it contains less than 50 % 
fines. Follow the procedures for identifying warse-graind 
soils of W o n  15. 

14. prcmdpra for Identifyins Findrained Soils 
14.1 Select a mpwentative sample of the material for 

exmination. Remove partidw l q e r  than the No. 40 sieve 
(medirua sand and huger) ,until a  specimen equivalent to 
about a hanW of material is available. Use this specimen 
for performing the dry strength, dilatancy, and toughness 
tests. 
14.2  DI^ strength: 
14.2.1 From the spedmen, select enough  material to mold 

into a ball about 1 in. (25 mm) in diameter. Mold  the 
matcrial until it has the consistency of putty, adding water if 
n" 

14.2.2 From the moldad mated, make at least three b t  
specimens. A test specimen shall be a ball of material about 
V2 in.  (12 mm) in diameter. Allow the test  specimens to dry 
in air, or sun, or by artiFicial means, as long as the 
temperature does not exceed 60'C. 

14.2.3 If the test &men contains natural aty lumps, 
those that are about 113 in. (12 mm) in diameter may be used 
in place ofthe molded balls. 

NOTE l&Tk proccs~ of molding and drying UsUBuy produces 
hightr strcngfk tban found in natural dry lumps of mil. 
14.2.4 Test the strength of the dry balls oc lumps by 

crushing between the fingera. Note the strength 8s none, low, 
medium, high, OF very high in aeGorance with the criteria in 
Table 8. If natural dry lumps are used, do not use the results 
of any of the lumps that are found to contain particles of 
coarse SBnd. 

14.2.5 The presence of high-strength water-soluble ce- 
menting materials, such 89 d u u m  arbonate, may ause 
exceptionally  high ' d r y  strengths. The presence of calcium 
carbonate can wually be detactad from the intensity of the 
reaction with dilute hydrochloric  acid (see 10.6). 
14.3 Dilatancy: 
14.3.1 From the specimen, select enough  material to mold 

into a ball about V a  in. (12 mm)  in  diameter.  Mold the 
matcriai, addiag water if nectssBFy, until it has a soft, but not 
sticky,  consistency. 
14.3.2 Smooth the soil . b a l l  in the palm of one hand with 

the blade of a kqife OF small spatula.  Shake  horizontally, 
striking the side of the hand vigorously  against the other 
hand several times. Note the rcBction of water appearing on 

TABLE 8 crlterla for DeacrWng Dry Stmmgth - criteda 
Nwn, ihedry~"0pwvderwithmerepressm 

Low The dry qm@nm cnmnblm bto powder with ~ o m e  finger 

Mwulll T h e d r y ~ k s p k s l n t o p l e c s e o r " t h  
m-*pres- 

Hlsh dry spetmm~ CBlwwt be  broken with finger pressure. 
S ~ w l W k o a k h t o ~ b e t w w n t h u m b a I l d a h o r d  
suif&m 

hmdsu9am 

of- - 
VeryhtQh Thedryspecbnmcamotbekokenbstwesnthsthumbd~ 
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TMjLC 7 Ct"ia for DIIcrlMng Structure 

SvatiRed Altemethg layem of vatying material or color with hysrs nt 
least6mmthlck:note#Ildvless 

Laminated Altmating layers of varylna matSrial or calor wlth the 
layers less t h  6 mm th* note thkkness 

Fisswed Bleak8 &nQ -te plenes of hactve with IiW 

oescriptlon crlterle 

r e s i s m  to Irsctwlng 
stickensided mctltra planm appsrr poKrhed a k Y ,  - 

striated 
moelty ~sdlthatmbebrokmdormlnt08mdanguhr 

l u m p s w h l c h ~ f u ~ b r e a k c l w M  
mmcl ~ o f ~ ~ o f m ~ ~ , ~ a s ~  

l e n s e s o f S M d w a t t e m d t h ~ a m a s o o f e l a y ; n o t e  
thicknese 

Homooenews "Md" 

tation of the soil, or bth, may be added if identified as such. 
10.15 A classification or identification  ,of  the mil in 

amrdance with other classification systems may be addad if 
identified as dch. 

11 IdentifIcadon of Peat 
1 1.1 A sample  composed  primarily of vegetable tissue in 

var im stages of decomposition that hm a fibrous to 
amwphous texture,  usually a dark brown to black  color, and 
an orgsnic odor,  shall be designated as a highly organic soil 
and &dl be identified as peat, PT, and not subjected to the 
identification  ptocadures dwcribed hereafter. 

12. Preparation for Identification 
12.1 The soil identification portion of this practice is 

based on the portion of the mil sample that will pass B 3-in. 
(75-mm)  sieve. The larger than 3-in. (75-mm)  particles  must 
be removed,  manually, for a loose  sample, or mentally, for 
an intact sample before classifying the soil. 

12.2 Estimate and note the percentage of cobbles and the 
percentage df boulders. Performed visually, these estimates 
will be on the basis of volume  percentage. 

NOTE Il-Since the pereentaga of the particlc-sizc distribution in 
Test Method D 2 4 8 7 . ~  by dry weight, and the estimates dpnrxntages 
for gravel, sand, and fines in this practice are by dry weight, it is 
recommended that the report state that the percentages of cobblcs and 
boulders are by volume. 

12.3 Of the fraction of the sail  smaller than 3 in. (75 mm), 
estimate and note the percentage, by dry weight,  of the 
gravel,  sand, and fines (see Appendix X4 for  suggested 
procedures). 

NOTE 9-Sinw the paddesizc Eomgoncnts appear visually on the 
basis of volume,  considerable experience is required to estimate the 
pcrccntagcs Ou the basis of dry weight. Frcqucnt comparisons with 
laboratory particlbsizc analyw should be made. 

12.3.1 The percentaBes shall be estimated to the closest 
5 9%. The'perccatages of gravel, sand, and fines must add up 
to l o o  %. 

12.3.2 If  one of the  components  is p m n t  but not in 
sufficient quantity to be considered 5 96 of the smaller than 
3411. (75-mm)  portion,  indicate its presence by the term 
trace, for example, trace of fines. A trace is  not to be 
considered in the total of 100 9% for the components. 

13.  Preliminary Identiflcation 
13.1 The soil is fine grained if it contains 50 96 or more 

fines. Follow the procedurCs for  identifying  fine-grained soils 
of Section 14. 

13.2 The soil is coarsegrained if it contains less than 50 5% 
fines. Follow the procedures for identifying coarse-grained 
soils of Section 15. 

14. Roccdare for Identifying Fine-Grained Soils 
14.1 Select a representative sample of the material for 

examination.  Remove pti&s larger than the No. 40 sieve 
(medium sand and larger) -until a specimen  equivalent to 
about a handful of matcrial is available. Use this specimen 
for performing the dry strength, dilatancy, and toughness 
tests. 

14.2 Dry Strength: 
14.2.1 From the specimen, select  enough material to mold 

into a ball abut 1 in. (25  mm) in diameter. Mold the 
materid until it has the consistency of putty, adding water if 
n@==Y* 

14.2.2 From the molded  material, make at least three test 
spccimtns. A test specimen shall be a ball of material about 
I l i  in. (12 mm) in diameter. Mow the test  specimens to dry 
in air, or sun, or by artificial means, as long as the 
temperature docs not exceed 60'C. 

14.2.3 If the test specimen contains natural dry lumps, 
those that arc about 1h in. (12  mm) in diameter may be used 
in  place of the molded bails. 

NOTE IO-The proc#is of molding and drying usually produces 
highu strew than me found in natural dry lumps of soil. 

14.2.4 Test the strength of the dry balls or lumps by 
crushins between the fingers. Note the strength as none, low, 
medium, hi@, or very high in accorance with the criteria in 
Table 8. If natural dry Iumps we used, do not use the results 
of any of the lumps that are found to contain particles of 
mwse sand. 

14.2.5 The prescnce of bigh-strength water-soluble ce- 
menting materials, such @ calcium carbonate, may  cause 
exceptionally high dry strengths. The presence of calcium 
carboaate can mually 6e detected from the intensity of the 
reaction with dilute hydrochloric acid (see 10.6). 

14.3 Dilatancy: 
14.3.1 From the specimen,  select  enough  material to mold 

into a  ball about 115 in. (12 mm) in  diameter.  Mold  the 
matcrial,  adding  water ifn6ccssary, until it has a soft, but nor 
sticky, consistency. 

14.3.2 Smooth the soil  ball in the palm of one hand with 
the blade of a knife or small spatula. Shake horizontally, 
strikirq the  side of the hand vigorously against the other 
hand s e v d  times. Note the reaction of water  appearing on 

TABLE 8 Cdtwia lor Dwcribhg Dry Strength - clltwh 
None Tha dry qmAlmll almuea h W  powder with mtlre pressure 

Low The dry sp.obnan awnblsa !nt0 powdw with rn R n g w  

Metxkrm T h e d r y ~ ~ a h t o ~ o r e r u m b l e s w i t h  
considerabbflngwprsssure 

Hiah T b  dry spsdmen u u r m t  be broken wlth anger prewuW. 
Spednwnflbreakintopiecesmthumbandahard 
slnfam 

veryhigh Thedryepeeimen-tbebrokenmthethumbanda 
hardswrace 

of- 

PlesSm 
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T A U  Criteria for DeroriMng Dilatancy 

OescriPUon criteria 
None N o v i s i b l s ~ i n t h e s p e d m e n  
slow water~slowtyOnthclsufaceofthe" 

8hakhgandcbasnotdmppearwdlsappervsslowlyupon 

~ e p i d  W a w r a p t w s q u l d d y o n t h e w r f a c e o f t h e s ~ ~  
w8ew 
~ o k i n s ~ " ~ Y u p o n B q u e e d n o  

TABLE 10 Wrla for bwribing Twghness 
M t d a  

Low ~ 8 u g M ~ ~ ~ t o ~ m ~ ~ u l i m  
plMtkIknit.Ths~sndthehrmpareWeakwd~ 

MedkKn MerlkwnprwurueIsroquiredtorolthethreaato~the 
plMtb*nit,mettlmdandthe~hawmedknn" 

w ~ . m , - ~ ~ m ~ w w  
HlQh ~ ~ I S ~ t O t ' d t h e W d t O n e r V t h e  

#tirhW8 
. .  

the,'surfae of the soil. Squeeze the sample by c i o w  the 
hand or pinching the soil between the fingers, and note t$e 
reaction as none, slow, or rapid in accotdance with the 
criteria .in Table 9. The reaction is the sped with which 
water appears while shaking, and disappears while squebzing. 

.' 14.4 Toughness: 
.' 14.4,1 Following the compl&on of the dilatancy test, the 
test specimen is shaped into an elongated pat and rOlIsd by 
hand on a smooth surface or between the palms into a thread 
about l/8 in. (3 mm) in dintmeter. (If the m p l e  is too wet to 
roll easily, it  should be spread into a thin layer and alIciwcd 
to lose some water by emporntian.) Fold the sample threads 
and reroll repeatedly until the thread crumbh at a diameter 
of'abut '/a in. The thread will crumble at a diameter of 
in. when the soit is near the pImic limit. Note the pressure 
required to roll the thread near the plastic  limit. Also, note 
the strength of the thread. After the th& crumbles, the 
piem should be lumped  together and kneaded until the 
lump crumbles.  Note the toughness  of the material durinef 
b?ding. 

' 14.4.2 Describe the toughness of the thread and Iump as 
ky, medium, or high in  accordance with th6 criteria in, 
Table 10. 
. 14.5 PlasticifpOn the basis of observations  made  during 
the toughness  test,  describe the plasticity of the material in 
accordance with the criteria  given in Table 1 1. 

14.6 Decide  whether the soil i s  an inorganic or an organic 
fine-grained soil (see 14.8). If inorganic, follow the steps 
given in 14.7. 

14.7, Ident$cation of Inorganic FineGrained  Soils: 

TABLE 11 Criteria for De8miMng Pkstktty 
klteria 

Nonpiastic A *M. (3-nnn) threed cmmt bo rdkd at my water Contsnt 
LOW T h e ~ c n ~ y b e ~ a n d m l w n p c u n o t b e  

formed whml drier than the plastic h i t  
Medlurn ThethreadIsemytorc4loMnotmmuchtimeIslaquLedto 

reachule~uc~.ihethrsad~tbereroyedrfter 
rsacMngthsplasticUmlt.melllmpFrwnbleawhen~ 

High 
than the plastk Umit 

I t takesmklernbbtlrneroIHngandkneadlngto~the 
plsstiEymit.ThethrWcnnberero#sdswr8FaE~aftsr 
reachlng the plastic knit. The lump can be formed w l t h Q u $  
mumbling when  drier Man the plastk limit 
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14.7.1 Identify the soil as a lean clay, CL, if the soil has 
medium to high dry strength, no or slow dilatancy, and 
medium toughness and plasticity (see Table 12). 

14.7.2 I&nti@ the soil as a fut clay, CH, if the soil has 
high to very high dty strength,, no dilatancy, and high 
toughness and plasticity (see Table 12). 

14.7.3 Identify the soil a$ a sill, ML, if the soil has no to 
low dry strength, slow to rapid dilatancy, and low toughness 
and plasticity, or is nonplastic (see TabIc 12). 

14.7.4 Identify the soil as an elmtic Silt, M H ,  if the soil has 
Iow to medium dry strength, no to slow dilatancy, and low to 
medium toughness and plasticity (see Table 12). 
N m  I l - T h e w  propcrtics arc similar to those for o. lean thy. 

HOWCWF, the silt will dry quickly on the hand and have a smooth, silky 
fae) when dry. Some soits thar would classify as MH in llccordanot with 
the crittria in Tcst Mahod D 2487 arc visually di€lïcult to distinguish 
from lqan clays, CL. It may bs nemsmy to perfom laboratory testing 
for pmper identificlltion. 

14.8 Ident@cation  oforgataic  Fine-Grained  Soils: 
14.8.1 fdcatify the soil as an organic soil, OL/OH, if the 

soil contains enough organic particlea to influence the soil 
prapdits. Organic soils usuaUy have a dark brown to b k k  
color and may have an organic odor. Often, organic soils will 
chpngc color, for  example, black to brown, when expomi to 
the air. Some organic soils wiU lighten in color signibntly 
when.& dried. Organic soils normally will not have a high 
twgk~ncss or plasticity. The th& for the toughness test will 
be WW. 
Nora S2-1a some WBW. through practice and experience, it hay be 

&Me to furthm identify thc organic soils us organic silts or organic 
clam OL OF OH. Comlationa between the dilatancy, dry strength, 
toughness tats, and hborato~~ tests can be made to idcntifi organic soils 
in #stain depo& of si& materials of known getdogic origin. 

t4.9 If the soil is estimated to have 15 to 25 % sand or 
gravel, or both,  the words "with sand" or "with gravel" 
(whichever is more predominant) shall be added to the group 
name, For example: "lean clay with  sand, CL" or "silt with 
pvd, ML" (sae Figs. la and 1 b). If the percentage of sand is 
equal to the pemntagc of gravel, use "with  sand." 

14.10 If the sd is estimated to have 30 % or more sand or 
gravel, OF both, the words "sandy" or "gravelly" shall be 
ad& to the group m e .  Add the word  "sandy" if there 
appears to be more sand than gravel. Add the word 
"gravelly" if there apgears to be more gravel than sand. For 
example: "sandy lean clay, CL", " ~ v e l l y  fat  clay, CH", or 
"sandy silt, ML" (see Figs. la and lb). If the percentage of 
sand is equal to the p a n t  of gravel, use "sandy." 

15. Procedure for Idmtifying Coame-Grained Soils (Con- 

13.1 The soil is a gravel if the percentage  of gravel is 
tains lw than SO % fines} 

tstimated to be more than the  percentage of sand. 

TABCL I 2  IdsntMmtlan of lnorgank  Fine-Gmlned Soils from 
M a w 1  Testa 

s w  sdl wstrength Toughness 

ML Nonetolow slowtorapid Loworthreadcannotbe 

CL M&I~tntoMgh NOM tQ Blow Medium 
MH Lowtomsdiurn N ~ l e  to slow Low to medium 
W HgptQvwyhlgh None  Hish 

formed 
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15.2 The soil is a Sund if the percentage of g r a d  is 
estimated  ta be equal to or less than the percentqe of sand. 

15.3 The mil is a clean gravel or clean sand if the 
percentage of fina is estimated to be 5 9% or less. 

15.3; 1 Identify the soil as a well-graded gravel, GW, or as 
a well-gr&d sand, SW, if it has a wide range of partide sizes 
and substantial amounts of the intermediate particle fxim. 

15.3.2 Identify the soi? 88 a poorly graded  gravel, GP, or as 
a poorty grad& sand, SP, if it con& predominantly of one 
size (uniformly &cd), M it has a wide range,of sizes with 
some intmt&k? sises obviously miwhqg (gap or skip 
mded). 

15.4 The soil is either a gravel with.fines; or a sand with 
fines if the paventage of finw is estimated to be 15 95 or 
more. 

15.4.1 Identify the soil 88 a clayey gravel, G C ,  or a clayey 
sand, 'SC, if the: fines are clayey as determi@& by the 

15.4.2 Identifgt the soil as a silty  gravel, GM, or a silty 
sand, SM, i€ thê fines are ' s i l t y  as detemin4 by the 
procedurCs in Section 14. , .  

' 19.5 If the soil is tstimated.to contain lo'% ha, give the 
soil a dual i&ntibtion usiw two $roup symbols. 

15.5.1 The first group symbol~shnll correspond ta a cltan 
gravel or sand (OW, GP, SW, SP) and the second symbol 
shall comspond to a gtaveI or saad with fines (aC, OM, SC, 

15.5.2 Tbe group mune shd cormpond to the fitat group 
symbol plus the words "with day" or "with silt" to indicate 
the plasticity clumacteWm of the fines. For example: 
"well-graded gravel with clay, GW-W" or "poorly ggadcd 
sand with silt, SF-SM" (see Fig. 2). 

15.6 If the specimen is predominantly sand or gravel but 
contains an estimated 15 9% or more of the other come- 
grained constituent, the worda *With gavel" or *with sand" 
shall be added to the g ~ t ~ p  mm. For example: "poorly 
graded gravel with sand, GF" or "clayey saad with gravel, 
SC" (see Fig, 2). 

15.7 If the field sample alntains any cobbles or boulders, 
or -both, the WQ& "with cobbles" or "with cobbles and 
boulders" sh& be added to the group name.  For example: 
"silty gravel with cobbles, GM." 

16. Report 
1 B. 1 The report shall include the information as to origin, 

and the items indicated in Table 13. 
NOTE 13-ExampIe: Gfayey Grmd with Sand and Cobbles, GC- 

About 50 96 fine to -, submunded to subanguk gravel, about 30 % 
tint to come, subrounded aand; about 20 % fines with d u m  
plasticity. high dry stm@, no dilatancy, medium toughncsu; wcak 

, .  

procedures in saction 14. 

SM). . I 

. ,  
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APPENDIXES 

(Nonplandatory Idormation) 

XI. EXAMPLES OF VISUAL SOIL DESCRIPTIONS 

X i .  1 The following  examples  show  how the information 
required in 16.1 - a n  be reported. The information that is 
&luded in descriptions should be based on individu@! 
&cumstanm and need. 
X1.l. 1 Well-Graded  Gravel  with Sand (GH7-About 

75 96 frne to cc?a.rse, hard, subangular gravet; about 25 96 fine 
$,&imi, hard, subangular sank trace of fina; maximum 
&;'73 mm, brown, d r y ;  no reaction with HCl. 
X1.1.2 Silty Sand with Gravel (SM)-About 60 ?4 g ~ s  

dominantly fine sand; about 29 % silty  fines  with low 
plasticity, low dry strength, rapid di€atancy, and low tough- 
ness; about 15 % fine, hard,  subrounded  gravel, a ' few 
gravel-size  particles fractured with hammer blow; Maximum 
&.ci< 25 mm;.no d o n  with Ha (NoteField sample size 
imatler'than recommended). 

Zn-Place Conditions-Firm, stratified and contains Ibnses 
bf silt 1 to 2 in. (25 to 50 mm) thick, moist, brown to gras 
3:. :. 
I:! ' /  

I; X 2 . .  USING THE IDENTIFICATION PROCEDUILE AS A DI?SC!RIP"E SYSTEM FOR SHALE, CLAYSTONE, 
;.' i !,A; : SHELLS, SLAG, CRU!3HED ROCX,.AND THE LIKE 

in-place  density 106 Ib/fi'; in-pIace  moisture 9 %. 
X 1.1.3 Organic Soif (OL/OH)-About 100 % fines with 

low plasticity, slow difatancy, low dry strength, and low 
toughness; wet, dark brown, organic odor; weak reaction 
with Ha. 

X1.1.4 Silty Sad with Organic Fines (SM)-About 75 % 
fine to coarse, hard, subangular reddish sand; about 25 % 
O-c and silty dark brown nonplastic fines with no dry 
stre@ and slow dilatancy; wet; maxim'um  size, coarse 
sand; weak reaction with HC1. 

X1.1.J PoorlyGraded Gravel with Silt, Sand, Cobbles and 
Boulders (GP-GM)-About 75 % fine to coarse, hard, 
subrounded to subangular gravel; about 15 $6 fine,  hard, 
subrounded to subang& sand; about 10 % silty  nonplastic 
fines; moist, bmwn; no reaction with Ha, original field 
sample had about 5 $6 (by volume) hard, subrounded 
cobbles and a trace of hard, subrounded  boulders, with a 
maximum  dimension of 18 in. (450 mm). 

, .  ~ ., . 
,t 32.1 The identification  procedure may be used as. a 
descriptive, system applied to materials that exist  in-situ we, claystone,  sandstone,  siltstone,  mudstone, etc., but 
convert to soils after field or laboratory  processing (crushing, 

' &$hg, ,  and the like). 
X2.2 Materials such as shells,  crushed  rock, slag, and the 

hk, should be identified as such.  However, the p r d u m  
used in th is  practice  for  describing the particle  size and 
plasticity  characteristics may be used  in the description of the 
material. If desired, an identification  using  a  group  name and 
symbol according to this practice may be assigned to aid in 
describing the material. 

X2.3 The group symbol(s) and group  names should be 
 laced in quotation marks or noted with some type of 
9nguishing symbol.  See  examples. 
X2.4 Examples OC how group names and symbols can be 

incororated into a  descriptive  system for materials that are 
not, naturally occurring soils arc as follows: 

m.4.1 Shale Chunk.-Retrieved BS 2 to 4-in. (50 to 

100-mm) pieces af shale from power  auger  hole, dry, brown, 
no mction with Ha. After slaking in water for 24 h, 
material identifml as "Sandy Lean Clay (CL)"; about 60 9% 
fines with medium  plasticity, high dry strength, no dilatancy, 
and medium toughness; about 35 % fine to medium,  hard 
sand, about 5 5% gmvcl-size pieces of  shale. 
X2.4.2 Cwhed Sandstone-Product of commercial 

CNShing operation; "Poorly Graded Sand with Sit (SP- 
SM)"; about 90 96 fine to medium  sand; about 10 7% 
nonplastic fines; dry, reddish-brown, strong reaction with 
Ha. 
X2.4.3 Broken Shells-About 60 % gravel-size  broken 

shells; about 30 99 sand and sand-& shell pieces; about 
10 % ha; "Poorly Graded Gravel with Sand (GP)." 

X2.4.4 Cwhed Rocle--lProcessed from gravel and cob- 
bles in Pit No. 7; "Poorly  Graded  Gravel (GP)"; about 90 % 
fine, hard, angular gaveEsize particla; about 10 % cow, 
hard, angular  sand-size particla; dry, tan; no reaction with 
Ha. 

X3.1 Since this practice is based on estimata of particle possible basic groups, a borderline  symbol may be used with 
Size distribution and plasticity  characteristics, it may be the two symbols  separated by a slash. For example: SC/CL or 
difficult to clearly  identify the soil as belonging to one CL/CN. 
Category. To indicate that the soil may fall into one of two X3.1.1 A borderline symbol may be used  when the 
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percentage of fines is estimated to bc between 45 and 55 W. 
One symbol  should be for a coarsa-grained soil with fines 
and the other for a finegrained soil. For example: GM/ML 
or CL/SC. 
X3.1.2 A borderline symbol  may be used when the 

percentage of sand and the percentage of gravel am estimated 
to be about the same. For example: GP/SP, SC/= GM/ 
SM. It is practically  impossible to have a mil that would have 
a borderline symbol of GWISW. 

X3.1.3 A borderline syaibol may be used when the soil 
could be either well gmdd or poorly graded. For example: 
GWIGP, SW/SP. ' 

X3.1.4 A borderlint symbol m y  be used when the wil 
could either be a .dt or a 'day.. For e h p l e :  CYML, 
CH/MH, SCISM. 
X3.1.5 A borderline  symbol  may be wed when 8 fina. 

grained soil has properties that indiate that it is at thc 
boundary  between a soil of low  comprewibility and a soil of 
high compressibility. For exampk CLICH, MHIML. 
X3.2 The order of the borderline symbols should reflect 

similaCity to surroundia or adjacent mils. For example: soils 
ia a borrow area have been idmtifd as CH. One sample is 
considered to have a  borderline  symbol of CL and CH. TO 
show simllaFity, the borderline symbol should be CH/CL. 
X3.3 The group name for a soil with a borderline symbol 

should be the group name for th6 first symbol, except for: 
cL/cH kan to fat clay 

MLfCL clayey silt 
CLML silty clay 

'~3.4 n e  use of a t m M n e  symb~l s h o d  not 'used 

indkrimimitely. Every effort shall be madt to fwt place th4 
soil into a singlegroup. , , '  

' X4. SUGGF,STED  PROCEDURES FOR EsFxwlATING THE PERCENTAGES OF GRAVEL SAND, 
AND IN A SOIL SAMPLE 

X4.1 Jar Method-'& relative pcrceatagt of- and 
he-grained ~ t h l  may be estimated by thmughIy 
shaking a mixture of mil and Water in a test t u b  or jar, d 
then allowing the mixture to W e .  The coarse parti& will 
fall to the bottom and successively hm particles will be 
deposited with increasing time; the sand sizes will fall out of 
suspension in 20 to 30 S. The , r e l a t i v e  groporti~n~ a n  be 
estimated from the relative volume of &ch ' s i z e  separate. 
This method  should be comhted to p a r t i c l m  laboratory 
determinations. 
X4.2 Visual Method-Mentally visualize the pvel size 

particles placed in I sack (or,other container) 'or sacks. Then, 
do the same with t h s a n d  size particles and the fines. Then, 
mentally compare the number of sacks ta estimate the 
percentage of plus No. 4 sieve dm and minus No. 4 sieve size 

pmnt.  The pemntap of sand and fines in ?he minus sieve, 
siztNo.4materialc#ulthenbeestimatadfromthewashtest 
(X4.3). 

X4.3 Wash Test f ir  relative percentages of sand and 
jms)-Select and moisten enough minus -No. 4 sieve size 
material to form a I- in (25-mm) cube of soil. Cut the cube in 
halt, sct onehalf to the side, afid phce the- other half in a 
smaU dish. Wash and decant the fines out of the material in 
the dish until the wash water is clear and then compare the 
two samgles and estimate the percentage of sand and fines. 
Remember that the percentage is based on weight, not 
volume.  However, the volume comparison wiU provide a 
reasonable indication ofgrain size percentages. 
X431 While washing, it may be necamy to break d m  

lumps of fines with the finger to get the correct percentages. 

, .  

X5 ABBREVIATED SOU, CLASSIFICATION SYMBOtS 

X5.1 In some cases, bccause of lack of space, an abbrevi- " .. PnfLLx: SURlx: 
ated  system  may be useful to indimto the soil cEassifieation s sandy s-withmd 
symbol and name.  Examples d su& cases would be graph- 
i d  logs, datab; tables, etc. 

g = grovdEy # = with gravel 
c = with cobbles 
b = with boulders 
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SAMPLING FROM A HAND-EXCAVATED TEST  PIT 
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2.0 SAMPLING FROM A HAND  EXCAVATED TEST PIT 

2.1 GENE= 

Proper  sampling  is as important as the  intended  testing.  The  test  pit  should  be 
excavated to the  desired  depth and a sidewall  should be neatly  trimmed  to  expose  a 
fresh  face.  The  exposed  face  should  be  examined  for  changes  in  gradation  and 
logged  accordingly.  The  overall  borrow  site,  test  pit, and exposed  test  pit  wall  should 
be  photographed.  It  is  important to ensure there is an object  in  the  photo  that  will 
provide a general  scale. 

2.2 REPRESENTATIVE SAMFLING COARSE GRAINIED SOIL 
(GRAVEL AND SAND) 

Samples  should be obtained  from each different stratum in  the  deposit.  Either 
individual or composite  samples are obtained by excavating  into  the  exposed face 
with a cut of uniform  cross-section.  The  sample can either be readily  collected  while 
excavating  or  gathered on a polyethylene  sheet or a suitable  cloth  sheet  spread out 
at  the  base of the cut. The minimum  cross-section  dimension at the sampling 
location  should  be  at least four times the dimension of the largest gravel  size  included 
in  the  soil. 

Individual  small  samples  taken  from  several  locations  in a uniform  stratum  can  be 
combined  and  thoroughly  mixed to form a representative  bulk  sample of the  required 
volume.  When  taking  individual  samples,  it is important  to  be  certain  that  sufficient 
representative  material  is  obtained  from the stratum and to  ensure  that  extraneous 
material  is not included. 

When  taking a  sample  at  a  lower  elevation  in the test  pit by inserting a board into  the 
trench  wall  above  the  point of sampling will aid in  preventing  possible  segregation 
and/or ensure  extraneous  material  is  not  introduced. 
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2.3 

2.4 

2.5 

REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLING COARSEGRAINED SOIL (SAND) 

A sand  stratum may  be  sampled as previously  outlined in Section 2.2 or alternatively 
may  be  sampled by means of a sampling  tube  (approximately 25 mm in  diameter and 
1 metre  in  length).  With a little  practise,  the tube will  hold damp sand  which is 
forced  into  it as the tube is inserted  into  the exposed face of the test  pit. A series of 
insertions  will  provide  the  sample  size required. 

FLEPRESENTATIVE SAMPLING FINE-GFUINED SOILS 
~SILTS AND CLAYS) 

In general, the procedure as outlined  for  sampling of coarse-grained soils (sands and 
gravels) also apply for fine-grained soils. Fine-grained  soils  (silts and clays) are 
generally  cohesive;  a  spade is usually the best tool for obtaining samples. 

REDUCING FIELD SAMPLES OF COAR!3EGRAINED SOILS 
TO TESTING SIZE 

Table 1 provides a general  guideline as to the mass of sample  required as obtained 
in  the  field and subsequently  reduced  for  testing  purposes. 

Quartering and splitting are the  two  most  frequent  methods used. If at  all  possible, 
all  reduction of smple size should be done  damp to prevent  loss of the fines 
fractions. 

The  "quartering  method"  should be  done  on a clean  surface. .A tarpaulin/plastic  sheet 
is convenient in that  pulling  up  the  edges  simplifies  the  combining.  The  material is 
carefully  shovelEd  into a cone in the centre of the tarp. The cone is slightly 
flattened on the top and is then divided  into  four equal portions and separated one 
from the other. Two of the  opposite portions are  discarded and, if necessary,  the 
remains  are again quartered.  Figure 1 illustrates the "quartering  method"  procedure. 

The  splitting  method  (sometimes d l e d  riffling) is a mechanically aided process for 
dividing a sample  into  approximately equal portions. The  sample  is  introduced  into 
the top of the sample  splitter  in as uniform a manner as possible  and one of the 
resultant  "splits" is discarded. The remaining  split  is  again  introduced  into  the  splitter 
until the sample  size has been  reduced  to a size  acceptable for testing. Figure 2 
illustrates  the  mechanically  aided  splitting method, 
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TABLE 1 
SAMPLE MASS REQUIREMENTS 

Maximum Approximate Approximate Approximate 
Nominal Sire Minimum Mass of Mlnhum Mass of Minimum Mass of 

(mm) Field Sample Moisture  Content Sieve  Sample 
(kg) Sample ( a  

(a) 

5 

10 

25 

50 

10 

15 

50 

1 O0 
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Conc Sam@ on Hud Clean Surfroc Mix by Famin8 New Conc Quarter A h  Flattmiw cone 

Min by Rolling on Blanket 

I 

L 
FOrm Cone after Mixing Quancr ARer Flatttning  Cone 

I I I  P I 

" 
Sample Divided into Quanm Retain Opposite Qurncrr 

Reject the Other Two 
w e n  

Qurtbring on a Canvm Blanket 



Feed Chute 

A t  Least 

Riffle Sample Splitter 
Riffle Bucket and 

Separate Feed Chute Stand 

(b) Small Riffle Samplers lor Fine Aggregate 

NOTE-M~Y be constructed as etther closed or open type Closed type is preferred. 





(m Designation: D 75 - $7 (Reapproved 1992)61 

Standard Practice for 

, > '. 
. I  

1. 'scope" 
, r  

1.1 This pmtice COyFrs .". of'&rse add ' 5 e  
-tes forthe followh&puqwex , 

supply, 
1.1.1 Freliminary investigation of  the potential sow of 

1.1.2 Control of the 'product at the sour& of supp€y, 
1.1.3 Control of the operatioh at the site of use, and 
1.1.4 Acceptance or rejection of the materiala 
Nom 1 " S a m p l i n g  plans and swaptance and control testr vuy with 

the type of comtfuction in which the m W  is USECL Attentim is 
dirrctedtoPrseticesE105andD3665. 

1.2 The values stated in  inch-pound  units are *to be 
regardcd as the standard. 

1.3 This  standard does not purport to &dress all sf the 
sqfety problems, is any, assocSated with its use. It is the 
responsibility of the user ofthis standard to establhh appm 
priate safHy and health  practices Q& damine  the  applica- 
bility of regdatoy limitatiom prior to use. 

2. Referenced Documents 
2.1 ASTM Standards: 

. .  

,,, ,, .. , ,:. 2" 

G 702 hdce foot R&uFin$ Field h p r w  of- to 
Testing Size2 

c o a l 3  

Materials4 

D2234 Test Method for Collection of a Gross sample O€ 

D3665 Practice for Random Sampling of Construction 

E 105 bctice for Probability Sampling of Materialss 
E 122 practice for Choice of Sample Size to Estimate the 

E 141 Practice for Acctptance of Evidencc Based on the 
Avemge Quality of a Lat or procesSs 

Results of Probability sWmpli& 

'Thia~isundcrtbejuri4dictlonofASTMCommitt4sD4onRodnnd 
Paving Materials and is thc direct responsibility of SubcDmmittca IXM.30 on 
Motbxls of Sprnpliw 

Curnat edition approved Ott. M, 1987. Fl"I Daamber 1987. Odgindy 
~b~~asD75-20T.Last~o~aditionD75-SZ. 

a Ann& Book cf ASTM Smdmb, Vol 04.02, 
f Anrmal Book of ASTM surndordr. Vol 05.05. 

Annual E d  of ASTA4 fiandwdv, Vol 04.03. 
5 Annual Badr of ASTM Sm&&, Vol 14.02. 

3, S~l4!alIœMaUs@ , 

3.1 Smpling i& equally, as important as the ttstin& and 
the ssmplm &dl WB wexy precaution to obtain samples that 
will show the nature aadi con&?ion of the materials which 
they represent. 

3.2 S a m p l c s . ~ f o r ~ ' ~ m h q  hvedgation tests are ob 
tained by th& Party' '  responsible for development of the 
potential m m  (Nota 2). Samples of materials for control of 
the production at the source or control of the work at the site 
of use are obtained by the manufactum, contractar, or other 
Mes responsible for ammplishing the work. Samples for 
tests to be used in mptance or dation docisions by the 
purchaser are obtained by tba purchaser or his authorized 
representative. 

NOTB 2-The PreUminDry ia*wtigaton and samfi- of potential 
aggregate sources and types occupim a v ~ r y  important place ia deter- 
mining thc availability ancl suitability of the lprstst SiDglC constituent 
entering into the construction. It Muenma the type of comct ion  
from the standpoint of economim and governs the matahl 
control to eusure durability ofthe twdting structure, from the aggregate 
standpoint. This investigablop. shouw bc done only by a nsponsiblc 
trained and experieDcsd pcmn. For mon ComprebGnsive fidance, see 
thc Appendix. 

4 skmldq sam&9 
4.1 Generd-WRm practicable,  samples to be tested for 

quality shall be obtained from the finished product. Samples 
from the finished product to be tested for abrasion loss shall 
not be subject to further crwhing or manual reduction in 
particle size in prepadon for the abrasion test unless the 
sizc O€ the fini&& grodamcs is auch that it requims M e r  
duction for testing puqma. 

4.2 Impection-The material shall be in- to deter- 
mine 6iscernibla variations. The seller &dl provide stiitable 
equipment n&ed for proper inspection and sampling. 

4.3 procedure: 
4.3.1 Samplingftom a Flowing Aggregate Stream (Bins or 

Belt Discharge)-Select units to be sampled by a random 
method, such as MIX D 3665, from the production. 
Obtain at least three approximately equal increments, s8- 
lceted at random from the. unit being sampled, and combine 
ta form a field sample whose  ma^ equals or exceeds the 
minimum mommended in 4.4.2. Take each increment 
h m  tb endire cross section of the material as it is b&w 
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(Noamaad*tory Information) 

X1. SAMPLING AGGREGATE FROM SfoCKFlLEs OR TRANSFORTATION UNITS 

x2.1 scope 

som should bc perfomed by a responsib1e"traiaad and 
experienced person. Because of the wi& dety of cond- 
tiom undCr which sampling may have to be done it is not 
possible to describe detailed prootdurcs applicable tc,.d, 
circumstances. This appendix is inteqW ta prod& 
guidane and list more compdw.mivc refemnm. . '  , . , 

X2,2 h m p l i q  Stom from Quarrlaa or Ledges 
x2c2.1 lnSpection-The ledge or quarry face should be 

i m  to determine disctrniblt variations or strata. Dif. 
ferences in color and structure should be recorded. 
X2.2.2 Sampling and Size of Sample-Separate solmpla 

a mas of at least 50 Ib (approximately 25 kg) should 
be.-obtaincd from each discernible stratum, The gpmpIt 
should not include material weathered to such an extent that 
it is no longer suitable for the purpose intended. One OF more 
pieces in each sample should be at least 6 by 6 by 4 in. (150 
by 150 by 100 mm) in size with the bedding plane plainly 
marked, and this pi= should be fret of seams or bctum. 
X2.2.3 Record-In addition to the g e n d  infomation 

X2.1.1 Sampling for evaluation of. potential 

, .  I 
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m, or 

, .  , '  . ' ' j : : , ' .  

x3.1 scope .' : 
.. . 1 * , ... , 

' . I .  

" X3.1.1 Tks , appénclix'pksints the '&ionale, 4, by the 
kponsible committee in the,'dcvelcipment .~ of this practice. 

X3.2 Descriptions of Tertus Swcik t o . T h i s  Standard 
X3.2.1 field smzpk+k. qw$ty of 'the &tedl to..& 

te.skd of sufficient size to provide an accepfable dstimate'of 
the  average  q@ty of a unit. 
X3.2.2 lof-a sizable iiolated'q&tity ofl bulk mata" 

from  a  single Su&, asshed tir have betn prbauced by the 
same process (for ixample, -a day's production or a spbcifuc 
mass or volume). . .  . 

X3i2.3 test portion-a quantity -of the materiai of suffi- 
cient size extracted from the Wei field  ,sample by a 
procedure designad to ensure accurate représentation of the 
field sample, and' thus of the unit sampled. . . 

X3.2.4 unif-a batch or fihitt subdi&ion: of a lot of be 
materid' (for examgle, a -.m& *load ' or a specific a m  
Covered). " ,. .I. 

1 4 7 I .  I .  

X33 Test Unit, Size, and Vahbiity 
X3.3.1 The unit to be raprescnted by a single  field sample 

should ncithcr be so large as to mask the effects of -cant 
variability *t&in the unit nor be so small as to be affected-by 
th@ inhknt v d r i a b i l i t y + b c t w ~ ~ s m a l l  portions of any bulk 
mamial. ., 

aggregate or a&regate~&tu& *:dght ;consist of a 111 truckload. If it & +de;-the èi&,load might be t d ;  
as a practical matter, a field sarpple is ccimposed of three or 
more increments c h a n  at random from the xhkterial as it is 
loaded or uulded h t h  the truck. Research hasshown that 
such a proCCdure permits an acceptable estimate to be made 
of the avwhge gradation that might be measured from 15 or 
20 increments from the 'iruck. 
X3.3.3 Significant variability with a lot of material,  where 

it niight exist. abould:bi-idkated by statistical measures, 
such as the standard deviation between units  iielected at 
random f m  within'the lot. - 9  . . . 

. .  . .  1 

x3.3.2 A unit . i f  bylk :<ma&* iXlrn&&d of graded 

. I ,  
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C 702 

cigbt for coarse -gat@, of twelve for fine -te, which 
;iiscbaFge alternately to  each  side of the  splitter. For coarse 
-te and mixed aggregate, the minimum width of the 
~dividud chutes shall be approximately 50 % larger than 

m e s t  particles in the sample to be split (Note 2). For &y 
~ipt :-gate in which the ,entire sample will pass the 
9$mm (37É-in.) seive, a splitter having chutes 12.5 te 20 mm 
pj to % in.) wide shall be used. The splitter shall be cquippaa 

two receptacles to hold the  two halves of the sample 
~ I...:' . .  
~ sr/: : 

f in , '  
bpj; .. Feed Chute 

following  splitting. It shall also be equipped with a hopper or 
smightdgd pan  which  has a width equal to or slightly less 
than the over-all width of the assembly of chutes, by which 
the  sample may be fed at a controlled rate to the chutes. The 
splitter and accessory equipment shall be so designed  that the 
samplc will flow smoothly without restriction or loss of 
material (Fig 1). 
Nop 2"MeChmnicd splitters fut commonly Ovailablc in sias ads 

quate for awse -te having the large6C.partIdc not over.37.5 mm 
(? !4 in.). 

' i .  ' 

' .  . 

: , I  

 mie Bucket and ., 

siparate Feed Chute Stand , 
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7. procedure 
' 7.1 Place the field sample in the  hopper or pan and 
uniformly distribute it from edge to edge, so that when it is 
introduced-  into the chutes,  approximately  equal amounts 
will flow through each chute.  The rate at which the sample is 
introduced shall be such as to allow free flowing through the 
chutes  into the receptacles  below.  Reintroduce  the podon af 
the sample in one of the r~xeptacb into the spliqer as many 
times 'as nece%ssrty to d u m  the.sample to the siie specifisd 
for the intended test. The portion of the material colIccted in 
the other  receptacle  may be resemd for reduction  in size for 
other tests. , ,  

M F O D  B-QUARTERING 

8. Appmtus 
8.1 Apparatus +all consist of a st@ht-edged scoop, 

shovel, or trowel; .a broom or biush; and a anvas blanket 
approximately 2 by 2;s m (6 by 8 R). 

9. Procedure , , 

9.1 U s e o i t h e r t h e p r o c e d u n ~ ~ i n 9 . 1 . 1  or9.1.2ot 
a combination of both. 

9. I .  1 phce the field arampli on i M, cièan, level aur fa~e  
where there will be neither lm of matcrial nor the accidental 
addition of foreign mattrial. Mix the material thoroughly by 
turning the entire sample over three tinics. With the last 
turning,  shovel the entire b p l e  into a conical pile by 
depositing each shovelful on top of the preceding one. 
ca;refuly flatten the conical pile to a uniform thickness and 
diamam by pressing down thk $wx hith a shovel so that 
each quarter sector of the resulting pili, , H i i l l  contain the 
material  originally in it.  The diameter should h approxi- 
mately four to eight times the thickness. Divide the httend 
mass into four equal quarters with a shovel or trowel and 
remove two diagonally  opposite  quarters, including all fine 
material,  and brush the cleared spaces c l m .  Sueceasively 
mix and quater the remaining material until  the  sample is 
reduced to the desired sim (Fk 2). 

9.1.2. 4 s  an alternative to the procedure dtscriw in 
9.1.1, when the floor surface is  uneven, the field sample may 
be placed on a canvas blanket and mixed with a shovel 
described in .9.1.1, or by alternately lifting each corner of the 
mvas  and pulling it over the sample toward the wowy 
opposite corner causing the material to be rolled. Flatten-& 
pire as descFibed in 9,l.l. Divide the sample as described 
9.1. I ,  or if the sudace beneath the blanket is uneven, insen a 
stick or pipe beneath the blank& a44 under the center of the 
pile, then lift both ends of the stick, dividing the sample into 
two equal parts. Remove the stick laving a fold of & 
blanket bttwacn the dvided ,portions. Insert the stick under 
the center of the pile at right angles to the' first division and 
again lift both ends of the stick, dividing the sample into fou 
qual parts. Remove two diagonally oppositt quarters, be@ 
carefbl to cltan the finos firom the Wet. Succtssively min 
and quarter the mattrial until the sample is 
d u &  t~ the'desiral size (Fll.3). 

METWOD G-MINUTURE SroCLlpaE SAMPLING (Damp 
I )  

*, FIae -ta only)' - 

10. Apparatus 
10,IApparatus shall consist" of a. Mx&ht&cd scoop, 

shovel, or trowel for mixin$ theaggregate, aad either a small 
sampling thid, small sooop, or spoon for sampling. 

11. Rocdm 
1 1.1 Place the fiild ample' of damp fine aggregate on a 

hard cIean, I d  surfiree where the will be neither loss of 
materid nor the atcidentat addition of fore@ material. Mix 
the  material  thoroughly by turning the entire sample over 
three times. With the k t  turning, sbvel the entire sample 
into  a conic.aI pile by depositing each shovelful on top of the 
preceding one. If desirad, the conical pile may be flattened to 
a uniform thickness anci diameter by pressing down the apex 
with a shovel so that each quatter sector of the resulting pile 
will contain the materi+ originally in it. Obtain a sample for 
each test by selecting at iast :fiw'increments of material at 

, .  

,;: . , , 
, I  

random locations from the miniah stockpile, using any of 
the sampling devices described:in 10.1. ,!; 

" . .,.. . 
4 9 
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3.0 DETERMINING MOIST- CONTENT OF SOILS 

3.1 OVEN DRYING METHOD 

This is the standard method ta be usedi where precise data is required.  Degree of 
accuracy is dependent  upon  the size of the ample and, the sensitivity of the scales or 
balances used for  weighing, 

3.2 PROCEDURE 

1. Weigh and record the mass of a suitable container (tare). 
2. Select and place in the container a representative  quantity of moist  soil  in the 

amount indicated 

Maximum Particle Size Minimum  Weight of Sample 
(mm) barns) 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

5 500 

12.5 1000 

25.0 1500 
Weight and record  the  wet mass of the sample and the container  to an accuracy 
of 0.1 g for  samples weighing 100’ to 1000 g, and accutate  to 1.0 g for samples 
weighing  over 1000 g. 

Dry sample in an oven at 105°C to 115°C for: approximately 12 hours  or 
overnight.  Generally the larger the  particle  size the shorter  the  drying  period 
required. Sands and gravels  will dry in several hours while fine grained soils 
may require up to 24 hours. It is  important  to  remember that dry samples will 
absorb moisture  from  wet sampies placed in the oven together  with  the  dry 
samples. 

Cool sample and container  to room temperature and weigh  them  together to 
determine dry mass. 

Weight of water = wet mass - dry mass 

Dry mass of soil = dry mass - container mass 

Moisture  content % = Weight of Water x 
Dry Mass of Soil 



4 

25.00 1 844.46 950.80 93.60 925.80 1 Q.1 

32.80 784.40 728.40 58.00 694.40 8.4 
22.00 255.00 234.1 O 20.90 21 2*1 O 9.9 
26. OU 336.50 313.10 28-40 287.1 0 0.2 
25.00 31 8.00 298.1 O 19.90 273.1 O 7.3 

27.00 127.60 f ï 6.30 1 I .30 09.30 12.7 





j 1.1 This test  method  cove? the labomtory determination 
of the  water  (moisture) 9nt& of soil, rock, and 
bterials by. miss, For bimpliuty, the word '*mterid" 
bcieinafter also ,&fers to :$thtir' soil or rock, which- is 

1.2 The water  content  of  a  material is defined by this mdard as the ratio, expressed as I percentage, of the q 
,.L':pR" or "free" water in'a given mass of materid to the 

:, !~:1.3 -The term "solid particles" , a s  d in g e o t e h i d  
engineering is typically  assumed to m m  naturally occuning 
*mineral particles of soil and rock that are not d y  mluble 
in wter. Therefore, the water  content of mattrials 'con- 
taining extraneous matter (such as cement, and the Ilka) may 
require special treatment or a qualifitd definition of water 
contht. In  addition,  some organic materials  may be decant- 
posed by  oven drying at the standard drying temperature fw 
*.method (1 WC). Materials .containing gypsum fduum 
@fate, dihydrate or other compounds  having signiticant 
amounts  of hydratedwatw)  may piesent a special pwbkm as 
this materid slowly dehydrates at the standard drying 
rnperature (1 10°C) apd at very;  low  relative humidities, 
forming a compound  (calcium sulfate hemihydrate) which is 
ppt normally.  present  in  natural  materials  except in some 
desert soils. In order to reduce the degree otdehydration of 
LlYPsurn in those materials  containing gypsum, or to reduce 

"@Composition in.highly.  organic soils, it may be dwitable to 
+ dFy these materials at 6,WC or in a desiccator  at room 
&ml?erature.  Thus,  whFn a dryh~tempemture is used which 
is diffment from the  standard dryin8 temperature as &5nd 

' by this test method, the resulting water content be 
different from standard  water  contant  determined at the 

applicable. 

i of the solid  material. 

-: drying  temperature. 
,._. 
' ' ' h o T E  1-Test Meth& D 2974.provides an alp& produre fpr 
C. &crmiia water contênt of pkat.matctia2s. 
" 1- 

' 1.4 Materials  containing  water with substantid amounts 
Of soluble solids (such as salt in the case of marine sediments) 
?hen testcd by Phis method will give a mass of solids which 
Wudes the previously  soluble solids. These mated& re- 
qire s- treatment to remove, or account for the 
m n c e  of precipitated solids in the dry mass of the 

".  

- 
'I ' This mathod is  undcr the jurisdiction of ASTM Committw Dl8 On hiil and 
b c k  and is the d i  responsibility of Subcommittee D18.03 on Tmmr mdy and Density chara*#inics of Soi. 

&Irent edition approved June 15, 1992. Publishad August 1991. &i@nllly 
" ~~~sD2216-63T.L*st~ouseditionP2216-90~*. 

,, - . 

specimen, ot B qualitid definition of water  content  must be 
used. 

1.5. This test. method mqu.im-scveral how. for  proper 
drying of.'the water.content,Spcdmen. T a  Method D 4643 
provides for drying of thc test specimen in a microwave oven 
which is a shorter process. 

1.6 This standard requires the:dryiag of matehl in m 
oven at high temperatures. If the material being dried is 
contaminated with certain chemicals, healtb and. safety 
hazards.m e& Thdore, this standard should not be 
Used-.h determining the water,cwttnt of contaminated soils 
unltss adequate health andsafety pmcautiom are taken. 
1.7 This  .standard does not purport to,address all of the 

sdety problems, if any, associated. with its use. It is  the 
responsibility of the mer of th& standard to establish appm 
priate  ,saf@y and  health p r e i c s  and detmine the  applica- 
bility of regulatory  limitations  prior  to use. 

2. Referaaced Documgnts , 

2: 1 ASTM Staqdards: , 

D 653 TWnology Relating to soil, Rock and Contained 
Fluidsa 

D2974 Test Methods for Moisture, Ash,  and Organic 
Matter of Peat and Other Organic Soils2 

D4220 for Reserviag and Transporting Soil 
Samples2 

D 43 1 & T a t  Method  for Liquid Limit, Plastic Limit,  and 
Plasticity Indh of Soils2 

D4643 Test Method 'for Determination of Water 
(Moisturc) Content  of S o i l .  by the Microwave  Oven 
Methda 

D4753 Specification foc Evaluatiw Selecting, and Speci- 
' ' Fwinw Mances and Scales foc Use in Soi1 and Rock 

. .  , I .  , 

. + .  . .  

?&I$ . .  
E 145 Specihion for  Gravity-Convection And  Forced- 

Ventilation'  Ovens3 

3. Ternriaalogy 

of terms. 
3.1 Refer to Terminology D 653 for standard definitions 

3.2 Description of Term Spec@ to This Standard: 
3.2.1 water  contem (of a material)-the ratio of the mass 

of water contained in the pore spaces of soil or rock  material, 
to the solid mass of particles in that material,  expressed as a 
PmrmwP. 
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, N m  &-Migration of moistw in ,&no cohwionlcss soils may 
quire that the full &on b sampled. 
9.3.3 If a layered material (or more than ont matcrial t y p  

is encountered), select an a v q e  specimen, OF individual 
specimens, or both. Specimens must ba properly identified as 
to location, or what they  represent, and appropriate remarks 
tntercd on data sheets. 

10. nocedure 

specimen cantainer (and its lid, if &). 10.1 Determine and mrd’the mass of the clean and dry 

10.2 S e l e c t  representative test specimens in accordance 

10.3 Place the moist test specimen in the container an& if . 
with !htion 9. 

used, set the lid securely in position, Determine th@ mass of 
the container and moist material using a balance (See 6.2) 
sdccted on the basis of the specimen mass. Record this 
value. 

NOTE S ” O  prevmi mixing of &mons and f i c m  of incorrect 
results, all containers, and lids if us&, should b numbered and the 
container numbers ghd ba tccordcd on thc laboratory data sheets. The 
lid numbers should match the contaîntr numbmrs to eliminate eonfit- 
Sion. 
Nme 6-To assist in the.ovan-drylag of large test specimens, they 

should be plpccd in containers havîng a hr&a surface area (such aa pa@ 
and th6 material broken  up into smaller aggmptiona 

10.4 Remove  the lid (if used) and place the container with 
moist material in the drying oven. Dry the material to a 

179 

1 1. Calctllation 

lorn: 
1 1.1 Calculate the water content of the materia as fol. 

11. Report 
12.1 The report (data she&) &all include the following: 
12.1.1 Identification of the sample (material) being tcsted, 

such as boFing number, sangEB number, tcst number, 
GoatBiner number etc. 

12.1.2 Water content of the specimen to the nearest 1 9% 
or 0.1 96, as appropriate based on the minimum sample 
used. If this method is used in concert with anothtr method, 
the water content of the specimen should be rcgarted to the 
d u e  qu ired  by the test method for which the water 
content is being determined’, 

12.1.3 Indicate if test specimen hact B mass less than the 
minimum indicated in 8.2. 



D 2216 

12.1.4 Indicate if test specimen contained more than one 

12.1.5. Indicate the method- of drying if different €mm 

12.1.6 Indicate if any  material (size and amount) was 

matcrial type (layered, etc.). 

ovendrying at 1 10 f 5'C. 

excluded from the test specimen. 

13. Precision and Bhs 
l3.1 Statement on Bias-There is no accepted refmw 

value for this test method, therefofe, , b i a s  cannot be deter- 

1 %O 
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4.0 

4.1 

4.2 

PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS SIEVE METHOD 

SCOPE 

This  Test  Method  covers a procedure for the determination of the  particle size 
distribution of fine and  coarse  aggregate,  using  sieves  with  square  openings. 

SAMPLES 

Samples for sieve  analysis  shall  be  obtained  from  the  materials to be  tested by the use 
of a  sample  splitter or by a  suitable  method of quartwing. Fine  aggregate  sampled 
by the  quartering  method  shall be thoroughly  mixed and in a moist  condition. The 
sample  for  test shall be  approximately of the mass desired and shall be the end  result 
of the  sampling  method. 

Samples of fine  aggregate  for  sieve analysis shall  have a mass, after  drying, of 
approximately  the  amount  indicated  in  Table 1. 

TABLE 1 
DRY MASS OP SAMPLES 

Nominal Maximum Size of Particls Minimum Mass of Sample 
(mm) @ 

5 500 

10 1,000 

28 5,000 

56 10,000 

When  accurate  determinations of the  total  amount  passing  the 80 pm sieve  are 
required,  the sample shall be tested  in  accordance  with  Test  Method, "Amount of 
Material  Finer  than 80 ,urn in  Aggregate". The percentage  finer  than  the 80 pm sieve 
determined  by  this  method,  which  entails  washing  the  sample,  shall be added to the 
percentage  passing  the 80 Fm sieve by dry  sieving of the  same  sample.  After  the 
final drying  operation  the  sample  shall  be dry sieved. 
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4.3 FREPAR~TIQN OF SAMPLE 

siUllplc2S shall  be  dried  to  constant  mass  in an oven at a temperature of 110 f 5OC. 

4.4 PROCEDUrn 

Nest  the  sieves  in  order of decreasing  size  of  opening  from  top to bottom  and  place 
the sample on  the  top  sieve.  Agitate  the  sieves by hand or by mechanical  apparatus 
for a Sufficient period. 

The  sieving  operation  shall be conducted by means of a lateral  and  vertical  motion 
of the  sieve,  accompanied by a jarring action so as to keep the sample  moving 
continuously  over the  surface of the sieve. 

Continue  sieving for a sufficient period and in such a manner  that, after completion, 
not more than 1 percent by mass of the residue  retained on any individual  sieve  will 
pass  that  sieve  during 1 minute of continuous  hand-sieving performed as follows: 
Hold  the  individual  sieve,  provided  with P snug-fitting pan and cover, in a slightly 
inclined  position  in  one hand. Strike the side of the sieve  Sharply and, with an 
upward motion  against  the  heel of the other hand at the  rate of about 150 times  per 
minute,  turn  the  sieve  about  one-sixth of a  revolution  at  intervals of about 25 strokes. 
In  determining  sufficiency  of  sieving  for  sizes  larger than the 5 mm sieve,  limit the 
material  on  the  sieve to a  single layer of particles. If the size of the  mounted  testing 
sieves  makes the described  sieving  motion  impractical, use 200 mm diameter  sieves 
to verify the sufficiency of sieving. 

Determine  the mas8 of each  size  increment  to the nearest 0.1 percent of the mass of 
the  sample  by  using a  suitable scale or balance. 

4.5 CALCULATION 

The calculations are in  percentage  retained on each  screen and either  accumulated for 
cumulative  percent  retained  or  subtracted from the total preentap coarser  to  yield 
the total  percentage  finer  (percent passing). 

The  total  mass of the  entire  sample  is  reduced by the amount  retained  on the coarsest 
sieve (or, 100 percent is reduced by the percentage  retained  on the coarsest  sieve). 
This  figure  is  then  reduced by  the mount retaining  on  the  next  finest  sieve  and so 
on down  to  the  end. 
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To convert from percent passing ta cumulative percent retained, subtract the percent 
passing each sieve from 100 percent. 

To convert from cumulative percent retained ta gercent gassing, subtract the gercent 
passing  each  sieva from 100 percent. 



Project: 
Project No: 
Sample Lcation 
Elevation: 
Date Sampled: 

Wet Wt &tare (g) 
Dry Wt &tare (a) 
tare mass (9) 
Moisture mass (g) 
Dry m- (9) 
% Moisture 

zone N E 

By: 

Initial W 8 8 W  
1050.00 
1902.70 1680.00 
690.50 890.50 

121 2.20 1 169.50 
47.30 

3.90 

Sample No: 
Depth: 
Sample Description 

Hydrometer sample wt. 
Plus No. 10 material yes- no-=- 

6 II 
3 II 
2 " 
1 112" 
1 II 
314" 
112" 
31%" 
No. 4 
No. I O 
Na20 
No.40 
N0.60 
No. 1 O0 
No " 200 
Pan 

1212.20 100% 
1,212.20 100% 
121 2.20 100% 

99.40 11 12.80 92% 
59.30 1053.562 87% 
44.00 1009.50 83% 

149.40 
79.90 

224.30 
242.00 
187.30 
34.30 
12.50 
11 .O0 
15.70 
12.20 

860.1 O 
780.20. 
555.90 
31 3.90 
126.60 
92.30 
79.80 
68. $0 
53.1 O 

71 94 
84% 
46% 
28% 
10% 
8% 
7% 
6% 
4% 



€BA Engineering ConsultanCs Ltd, 

PARTICLE -SIZE ANALYSIS OF SOILS 

Project: 

Project Numkr: 

Date Tested: 

Borehole Number: 

Natural Moistunt Content: 

Remarks: 
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Data prssentd hareon i s  for  the role Use o f  
the  stipulated  client. EBA i s  not responsible. 

The  testing services reported  herein have been Per fo rmd by an €BA technician  to 
rscopnlred  industry stnndarde, unlesa otherwise n o t d .  No other  warranty is made. 

nor  can be held  liable,  for usa made of this 
report by  any  other  oarty. with  or  without  the 

Thae  d l t8   do  not  include  or represent any  interpretation or OPiniOn of  SPmCifiCltiOn 

knowledge o f  EBA. 
compliance  or  material  suitability.  Should  enginsaring  interpretation  be r-uirad. 
€BA will  provide it upon  writton request. 
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surfaee. The sieving  action  shall be such that the criterion for 
adequacy of sieving described in 8.4 is met  in a reasonable 
time period. 

NIXE 2-Use of a mechanical sieve shaker is recommended when 
the size of the sample is 20 kg or greater, and, may be ukd for a m a h  
samples, including fine -te, Excessive time (more than approxi- 
motdy 10 min) to achieve adequate sieving may rcsult in degradation of 
the  sample. The same mcchgniml sieie shaker may not be p ~ - a ~ t i d  bc 
all h of sarnplm, aincc the b e  sieving area n d e d  for practical 
sicvin8 of a large naminal size coarse -te very likely could result in 
loss of a portion of the sample if ' k d  for a small sample of 
aggregate or fino aggregate. 

tainin& a uniform temperature of 110 f 5°C (230 f 9°F). 
6.4 Oven-An oven of appropriate size  capable of main- 

7. sampling 
7.1 Sample the aggregate in amrdance with Practice 

D 75, The weight of the field,sample shall be the weigbt 
shown in Practice.D,75 or four times the weight required in 
7.4 and, 7.5 (except as modified in 7.6); whichever is greater. 

7.2 Thoroughly mix the sample and reduce it to an 
amount suitable for testing using the applicable  procedure9 
described in Practice C 702. The sample for test shall be 
approximately  of the wight desirad when dry and shall be 
the end result of the reductioq. Reduction to an exact 
predetermined weight shall not bc permitted. 
NOTE 3-Whm, sieve  analysis, indudini determination of maW 

finer than thc 75ym sim. k the only testing proposad, the size of the 
Sam@ may be reduced in the field to avoid shipping exCCasive 
quantitia of exm material to the labomtpry. 

7.3 Fine Aggregate-The test &pl@ of fine aggregate 
shall weigh, after drying approiimately the folfowing 
amount: 
A m t e  with at least 95 W Wng a 2.36-mm (No. 8) mm 1 0 0  6 
Assesptc with at lwst E5 % pawin8 e '4.75-mm (No. 4) sieve 500 E 

and ~ Q I T  than 5 58 d n c d  on a 2.36-mm (No. 8) sieve 

7.4 Coarse Aggregate"The  weight  of the test sample of 
coarse aggregate shall conform  with the following: 

Square Openings, mm (in.) 
Nominal Maximum Size, Minimum Weight 

of Tcst Sample, kg (Ib) 
9.5 (%I ' 1 (2) 

12.9 (th) '" 2 (4) 
19.0 (Y4) 5 (11) 
2s.o (1) 10 (22) 
37.5 ( I  'h) 
50 (2) 

15 (33) 

63 (2'h) ' 

20 (44) 

75 (31 
35 (77) 

90 ( 3 ' 4  
60 (130) 

100 (220) 
loo(4) ' 
.112 (4%) 

150 (330) 

125 ( 5 )  
200 (440) 
300 (640) 

I50 (6) 500 ( I  100) 

7.5 Coarse and Fine Aggregate  Mixtures-The  weight of 
the t a  sample of coarse and fine aggregate mixtures shall be 
the Same as for coarse aggregate in 7.4. 

7.6 The size of sample required for aggregates with  large 
nominal maximum size is such as to preclude  testing  except 
with large mechanical sieve shalrcrs. However, the intent of 
this method will be satisfied for samples of aggregate  larger 
than 50 mm nominal maximum size if a smaller  weight of 
sample is used, provided that the criterion for acceptance OF 
rejection of the material is based on the average  of results of 
several  samples, such that the sample size used times  the 

%O 

yl 
number of samples averaged equals the minimum weight of 
sample shown in 7.4. 

7.7 In the event that the amount of material finer than the 
75-prn (No. 200) sieve is to be determined by Test Method 
C 1 17, p r d  as fol~ows: 

7.7.1 For aggregates with a nomind maximum size of 
12.5 mm (1/2 in.) or Iw, u s  the same test sample for testing , 

by Test Method C 117 and this method. First test the sample :: 
in accordance with Test Method C 117 through the final , b  
dryins operation, then dry sieve the sampIeas stipulated in 6 
8.2 though 8.7 of this method. 

7.7.2 For aggregates with a nomind maximum &izc j 
$ 

grater thsn 12.5 mm (1/2 in.), a single test sample may bd P 
used as clesaiM in 7.7.1, or separate test sapplw maybe ? used for Test, Method C 117 and this method. . >; 

7.7.3 mm the SpECifications require determination,'$! , j  
tlie totat amount of materia her than the 75-hm sieve 6y 
waalling and . d r y  -sieirin& use the proCsdure describedin, ',:? 1 
7.7.1. ., , I .is , d  fi * a  I " 

_. ,_ 

NOTE &For &ntral @upma, pmicularly w h m  rapid rcsylts &, 
desire4 k , M  g e n d y ' n o t  nccw~ary ta dry coarse aggqgate for the &vc 
dysh test. Tbi: d b  arc little affected by the moisture 'contant 
deas ( I )  the nomiml maximum size is smaller than about 12.5 r n ~  
( f i  in.h (2) the cou~d contains appmciable material finer W 
4.75 mm (No. 4); or (3) the coarse aggregate is highly absorptive (6. 
lishtwaighr aggwgnts, for example). Also, samples may bs dried at the, 
h g k  temperatures llsJociatGd with the u p l ~  of hot plam without 
&du mults, pravided stcam wpm without generating preapuris 
suffEcient to fracture the ppftidm, and temperatures arc not sq great as to 
muse chemical brrakdowo of the aggregate. 

8.2 Suitable sieve sizes shall be selected to furnish the 
i n f o d o n  required by the -specifications covering the 
material to be tested. The use of,additiond sieves may be 
deJirable to provide other information,  such as fineness 
modulus, or to regulate the amount of  material on a sieve. 
Nest the sieves in orden of decreasing size of opening  from 
top to bottom and pl- the sample on the top sieve. Agitate 
the  sieves by hand .or by mechanical apparatus for  a 
sufficient period, established by kal or checked by measure- 
ment on the actual test sample, to meet the criterion  for 
adequacy or sieving demiM in 8.4. 

8.3 Limit the quantity of material on a given sieve so that 
all particlm have epportunity to  rqch, sieve openin@ a 
number of times during, the sieving operation. For sieves 
with openings smaller than 4.75-mm (No. 4), the weight 
retained on any sieve at the. completiôn  of the sieving 
operation shall not exceed. 6 kg/m2 (4 of sieving 
surface. For sieves  with openings 4.75 mm (No. 4) and 

the weight in kg/m2 of sieving surface shall not e x c d  
the produ@.of 2.5 X (&eve opening in mm). In no case shall 
the weight be 80 great IUI to caw permanent  deformation of 
the sieve cloth. 

NOTE 5-l" 6 k g h a  morn& to 194 p for the usual 203-mm (8 
in.) diamm sieve. The m a m  of material mained on a  sieve  may be 
rquIattd by (1) the intmduction of a dew with larger openings 
immediately above the given sim or (2) w i n g  the aamplc in a number 
of increments. 

8.4 Continue sieving for a sufficient period and in such 
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manner  that, after completion, not more than 1 weight % of 
the residue  on any individual sieve d l  pus that sieve during 
1 min of continuous  hand sieving performed as follows: 
Hold the individual sieve, provided with a snug-fitting pan 
and  cover,  in a slightly inclined podtion in one hand, Strike 
the  side of the sieve  sharply and with an upward motion 
against the heel of the other hand ad the rate of abu t  150 
times per' minuta, turn the sieve about one sixth of a 
revolution at intervals of about 25 strokes. In determining 
WEfiCicncy of sieviw for sizes larger than the 4.75-mm (No. 
4) sieve, l i t  the materid on the sieve to a single hytr of 
particles. If the sim ofthe mounted testing sieves maka the 
described sieving motion impractical, use 203-mm (8 in.) 
diameter sieves to ver@ the suEflciency of sieving. 

8.5 In the case of coevse and fine -te mixtures, the 
portion of the sample finer than the 4.7s-mm ('No. 4) sieve 
may be distributed amoag hvo or mom sets of skm to 
prevent overloading of indiwual sieves, 

8.5.1  Alternatively, the portion finor than the 4.75-mm 
(No. 4)  Sieve  may be rcduecd in size using .a mechanical 
splitter agrding to Practice C 702. If this' procedure is 
fallowed, compute the wight of Each size increment of the 
On'lgiqat w fQmW 

w, 
w2 

where: * 

A = weight of size increment 011 total sample basis, ' 

W, = weight of fraction finw than 4.75-mm (No. 4) sien in 
total sample, 

W2 = weight ,of' &du& po&n .'of material finer than .r 

4.75-mm (No. 4) sievi a13udIy sieved, and: ' 

B = weight  of size increment in reduced portion sieved. 
8.6 Unless a mecsanical-sime shaker is used,  hand  sieve 

particles larger ,than 75 iam (3 in.) by detemiring the 
smallest sieve cipeniw thu&'whicp tach &ch fi pas. 
Start the test on the sma.Ilest' sieve to be used.  Rotate  the 
particles,  if n e m s q ,  in order to determine whether they 
will pass through a particular opening; however,  do  not  force 
particla to pass through aa opening. 

8.7 Determine the weight of each size increment by 
weighing on a scale or Mance conforming to the reqh 
ments spec i t id  in 5.1 t~ the n m t  O. 1 % of the  total 
original dry sample  weight. The total  weight of the material 
af€er sieving should check C ~ Q S ~ Y  with original weight of 
sample placed on the sieves. If the amounts differ by m m  
thrmn 0.3 95, based on the originat dry sample weight,  the 
Wts should not be used for acceptance purposes. 

8.8 If the sample has previ~dy M n  tested by Test 
hthod C 1 17, add the weight finer than the 75-pm (No. 
200) sieve determined by that  method to the weight passing 
the 75-pm (No. 200) sim by dry sieving of the same sample 
ia this method. 

: . .  . , -  ,. 

A m - X B  
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11.1 ' Thi d ina t i s  of precision" of this method  listed  in 
Table 1 are bawd OB results from the AASHTO Materials 
Reference Laboratory Refemncs Sample Program, with 
testing  conducted by this method and AASHTO Method 
T 27. While there are differences in the  minimum  weight of 
the tat sampIa required for other  nominal  maximum sizes of 
aggregate, no diffmices entered into the testing to affect the 
determination of these precision indices. The data am b a d  
on the analyses of more than 100 paired tcat results h m  40 
to 100 hbratoria. The values in the table are given for 
difFeFept mgcs of pcFcenme of aggregate passing one  sieve 
and retained on the next flnet sieve. 
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SECTION 5 

PARTICLE SIZE DISFRISUTION  ANALYSIS 
HYDROMETER METHOD 
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The particle  size  analysis of a  soil  sample  involves  determining the percentage  by 
weight of particles  within the different  size rqes.  The particle size distribution of 
a coarsegrained soil  can be determined by the method of sieving  (described  in 
Section 4.0) 

The particle  size  distribution of a fine-grained  soil or the fine-grained  fraction of a 
com-grainedi soil can be determined by the method of sedimentation. The method 
is based on Stokes' law which governs the velwi$y at which  spherical  particles  settle 
in  suspension: the lugs the partich th greater is the  settling  velocity and vice 
versa. The law dms not apply to pwiclw smaller than 0.0002 mm, the settlement 
of which is influenced  by Brownian movement. "Fm size of a partide is @en as the 
diameter of a sphere  which  would settle at  the  same  velocity as the particle.  The  soil 
sample is pretreated  to  remove any organic materid, calcium  compounds and soluble 
salts. The sample is then  made up as a suspension  in  distilled  water  to  which a 
deflocculating agent has been  added  to ensure that  all  particles settle individually. 
The suspension  is placed in a sedimentation tube. From  Stokes'  law it is possible  to 
calculate the time ("tl') for particles of a certain size ('ID'') (the equivalent  settling 
diameter)  to  settle a specified depth in the suspension. Measurements of the specific 
gravity of the  suspension are taken at specified time  intervals by  means of a special 
hydrometer.  The  specific  gravity is a function of the weight of soil  particles  in the 
suspension at the t h e  of measurement. 
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5. Test Sample 
5.1 Preparc the test mmple for mechanical analysis as 

outlincd in , p r a c t i c e -  D 421. During the ppatati~n pro~b 
dure the sample is divided into tws, portions. One-pdrtion 
contains only particl'es ' ?hind on! the No. 10 (2.00-mm) 
sieve while the other podon contabonly particks passing 
the No. 10 sieve. The m a  of air-dtied $02 selected for 
purpose of tests, as prescribed in ptslctice D421, shall be 
satient to yield quantities for mbchanical analysis BS 
follows: I -5.1,l The size of theportion retained'Qn the No. 10 sieve 
shall depend on the 'maximum size of particle, according to , the following schedule: 

I 

Nominal DiamaCr of "* ApprOximJte Minimum 
in. (mm) Mass dPortion. 8 
n (9.5) 500 
3/4 (19.0); loo0 

1 (25.4) aooo 
1% (38.1) UKW 
2 (50.8) 4ooo 
3 (76.2) , so00 

5.1.2 The size of the portion @ng the No. 10 sieve shall 
be approximately 1 15 g  for sandy soils and approximately 65 
g for silt and clay soils. 

3.2 Provision is made in ' M o n  5 of practice D 421 for 
weighing of the airdry soil selected for purpose of tests, the 
separation of the soil ,on the No, 10 .sieve by dry-deving and 
washing, and the weighing ofthe washed: and diid fraction 
retained on the No. 10 $eve. From @x@ two m8ses the 
percentages+ retained and passing the No. 10 sieve can be 
calculated in accordance with 12.1. ' 

1 

6. Procedure 1 6.1 Separate the portion retainad on the No. 10 (2.00; 
mm) sieve into a mries of fi-aetiona dq the 3-in. (75-mm), 

I~Y""""""""""""" r?I % 

1""~""""""""-"~ P 

""""" 

kbtrh R & W  
in. Yh 1 3 6,Y 14 37 
mm 22.2 21.4 762 158.2 356 940 

FIG" 4 Inoulatecl Watw Bath 

2-in. (%mm), 193-in. (37.5-mm), 1-in. (25.0-mm), 3/,-in. 
(19.0-mm), #-in. (9.5-mm), No. 4 (4.73-mm), and No. 10 
sieves, or as many as may be n& depending on the 
sample, or upon the spmiht ina  fop the materid under 
test. 

7 6.2 Conduct the dednB operation by means' of a lateral 
and vertical motion of the sieve, accomganicd by a jarring 
action in order to keep ,tile sample moving continuously over 
the surface of the sieve. En no a w  turn or manipulate 
frsgments in the sample through the sieve by hand. Continue 
sieving until not more than 1 mass 96 of the  residue on a 
aie;ve passes that  sieve during 1 min of  sieving. When 
mechanical sieving is used, test the thoroughness of  sieving 
by using,the hand m a d  d sieving as described  above. 

6.3 Determine the mass of ea& M o n  on a balance 
conforming to the ~equifemtnb of 3.1. At the end of 
weighin& the sum of the maws retained on all the  sieves 
used should equal closely the ~ ~ i g i n d  mass of the quantity 
sieved. 



HYDROMETER AND SIEVE ANALYSIS OF PORTION 
PA$SINC THE NO. 10 (2.Olhnm) SIEVE 

7. Determination of Composite Corndom for Hydrometer 
Reading 

7.1 Equations for  percentages of soil remaining in suspen- 
sion, as given in 14.3, are basad on the use of distilled OF 
demineralized  water. A dispersin& agent t used in the water, 
however, and the specific gravity of the resulting Ii& is 
appreciably  greater than that of distilled or deminerdix4 
water. 

7.1.1 Both soil hydrometem are calibratad at 6&'F (20%), 
and variations in temperature from uris standard tempera- 
ture produce i d e 8  in the actual hydromGtw readin@. 
The amount of the * inmases as the variation 
h m  the standard t e m z k a s a  

7.1.2 Hydrometem are gtaduated by the manufacturer to 
be read at the bottom of the mcnigcw fbrmed by the liquid 
on the stern.. Sinœ it is not posgible to secure readings of mil 
suspensions at the bott&m ofthe t.nm readings m m  be 
taken i t  the top and a corztction' 

7.1.3 The net amount of the mmxtiois for the thce 
items enurnemtad is designated as the compositt comcthn, 
and may bc determined exgerimentally, 

7.2 For convenience, a graph or table of compo& 
corrections for a series of 1' pmm~re difRerenccs for the 

used as needed. Measurtxnent of the composite corccctions 
may be made at two temperatures spanning the range of 
expected test ternpemtura, and C Q ~ O ~  for the interme 
diate temperatures d & t d  assuming a straight-line rela- 
tionship between the two observbd dues .  
7.3 Prepare,, lo00 mL of liquid composed of &tilled or 

demineralized  water aid  dispersing: agent in the same 
proportion, as will prevail in the sedimentation (hydrometer) 
test.  Place the liquid in a sedimentati0n qclinder and the 
cylinder in the constant-temperature  water bath, set for one 
of the two temperatures to ba &. Wlien the tempratwe of 
the liquid becomes constant, insert the hydrometer,  and, 
&r  a short interval to permit the hydrometer to come to the 
temperature ofthe liquid, read the hydrometer at the top of 
the meniscus formed on the stém. ,For hydrometer 15 1 N the 
composite correction is the difOerence between this reading 
and one; for hydrometer 1528 it is the difference between 
the reading and &o. Bring ,&e liquid and the hydrometer to 
the other temperature to be used, incf smm the composite 

range of expected test temperatures may be prtpared and 

C Q f R C h l  t\s before. 

8. Hygmmpic Moishm 
&. 1 When the sample is weighed for the' hydrometer test, 

weigh out an a- portion of h m  10 to 15 g in a small 
metal or &CM container, dry the to B constant mass in 
an,ovea  at 230 & YF (1 10 f YC), and weigh again. Record 
th6 masses. 

9. Disger$don of $oil Sample 
9.1 When the soil is mostly  of the clay and silt sizes, weigh 

out a  sample of air-dry soil of approximaacly 50 g When the 
soil is mostly sand the sample should be approximately 100 
g. 
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9.2. Place the sample in the 250-mL beaker and cover with 
125 mL of sodium hexametaphosphate  solution (40 g/L). 
Stir until the soil is thoroughly wetted.  Allow to soak for at 
least 16 h. 

9.3 At the end of the soaking period, disperse the sample 
fwther, using either stirring app9t.atus A or B. If stirring 
apparatus A is wed, transfix the soil - water slurry from the 
M e r  into the special dispcraion cup shown in Fig. 2, 
washiag any residue from the beaker into the cup with 
distilled or demineralized water (Note 9). Add distilled or 
d e m i n e M  water, if neceaary, so that the cup is more 
than half  full. Stir for a period of 1 min. 

NOTH 9--A large size @ngc h a convenient device for handling the 
mttf iri the washing opmtion, 0th devices include the washwater 
bottle and a h m  with noale ConllGCted to a pressurized distillad water 
tank. 

9.4 If stirring appmtm B (Fis. 3) is used, remove the 
cover cap and connect the cup to a co~pressed air supply by 
m a s  of a rubber hose. A air gage must' b t -  on the. line 
between the cup and the control valve. Open the control 
valve so that the gage hdiatts 1 (7 Wa) pressure (Note 
IO). Transfer the soil - watcr sluq .from the beaker to the 
air-jet dispersion cup by with distilled or 
demin- water. Add distikd or demineratiztd water, if 
necessary, so that the tota?  volume in the cup is 250 mL, but 
no more. 

NOTE IO-The initial air pmsure of I pi is rcquired to prevent the 
soil - water mixture from enrwing the &-jet chambar when the mixtun 
Is transferred to the dispersion cup, 

9.5 Flaw the cover cap on tbe cup. and open the air 
contrd valve until the. gage p~cssure is 20 psi (140 @a). 
Disgcrsc the soil according to the fonowing schedule: 

PWcity Index 
Dispersion Perid, 

mi0 

Under 5 3 
6to20 10 
Over 20 15 

Sails containing large percentages of mi= need be dispersed 
for only 1 min. After the dispenion period, reduce the. gage 
pressure to 1 psi preparatory to transfer of soil -'water sluny 
to the sedimentation cylinder. 

10. Hydrometer Test 
10.1 Immediately a h r  dispersion,  transfer the soil - water 

dumy ta the glass sedimentation cylinder, and add dist i l led 
OF demineralized. water until the total volume is l o o 0  mL. 

10.2 Usins the palm ofthe hand OW the open end of the 
cylinder (or a rubber stopper in the open end), turn the 
cylinder upside down and back for a period of 1 min to 
comph~te the agitation of the Srurry (Note 11). At the end of 
I min set the cylinder in a convenient  location and take 
hydrometer readings at the following  intwvals of time 
(mewred from the beginning dsedimentation),  or as many 
as may b needed., depending on the sample or the specifica- 
tion for the material  under test: 2, 5, 15, 30, 60, 230, and 
1440 min. I€ the contt.ollad water bath. is wed, the sedimen- 
tation cylinder should be ph& in the bath between the 2- 
and 5-min dags. 
N m  1 I-The number O€ turns during this minute should be 

appFoximately 60, counting the turn upside down and back as two turns. 
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Any soil remaining in tht bottom of the cylinder during thc first few 
turns should be l o ~ ~ ~ n e d  by vigorous shaking of the cylinder whilt it ig 
in the inverted position. 

10.3 When it is  desired to take a hydrometer reading, 
carefully insert the hydrometer about 20 to 25 s before the 
readin8 is due to approximately the depth it will have whm 
the reacling is taken. As m a  as the reading is taken, eadhlly 
remove  the  hydrometer and place it with a spinning motion 
in a graduatQ of clean distilled or deminwalizad water. 

NOTB 12-4 is important to mmw. the hydrometer irnrnedktdy 
aftereachre9ding.Rcrdingsshal lbttaksnatUletopofthc~ 
formed by the ~ U S ~ B I ~ Q U  around the am, since it k not pssibh to 
secure rmdingu at the bottom of thc monjdcuB. 

10.4 After each ' r e a d i n g ,  ?ake the temperature ofthe stw 
pension ,by inrs&rtine the Ihemometer into the s @ Q ~ .  

11. Sieve A n r l y s i s ,  , .  

1 1.1 After Wrq the hl hydrometer readin& transfer 
the suspension to a No. 200 (75ym) sieve an@ wash with tap 
water until the wrrsh warn is Clear.-Transfer the material oe 
the No. 200 sieve to a,suitable container, dry in. an oven at 
230 f 9 T  (1 10 f 5.C) and make a sieve analysis of the 
portion redned, using as many sitvers BS desirad, or ' requid  

for the material, or upon the Specidati~n of thc material 
under test. 

CACCULATIONS AND REPORT 

12. Sieve Analysis Vblues for the Portion Coarser thon &be 

12.1 Calculate. the gerccn@p passing the No. 10 sieve  by 
dividing the mass passing the No.' 10 sieve by the mass of &il 
originally split on the NO. 10 sieve, and multiplying the result 
by 100. To obtain the mass passing the No. 10 sieve, subtract 
the m w  retained on the No. 10 sieve fmm the original mass. 

12.2 To secure the total mass of soil p d n g  thc NO. 4 
(4.75-mm) sieve, add to the maas of the matcrial passing the 
No. 10 sieve the mass of the f b t i ~ n  passing the Na 4 sieve 
and retained on the No. 10 sieve. To secum the total maw of 
soil passing the 3 h - h  (%%mm) sieve, add to the tbtah masa QP 
soil  passing the No. 4 sieve, the mass ofthk fraction passing 
the 3/s-in. sieve and retain& ob 'the No. 4 sieve. Fos the 
remaining  sieves, continue the calculations in tlw same 
manner. 

12.3 To detcrmIne the total percentage passing for caeh 
sieve, divide the total mass passin& (see 12.2) by the total 
mas  of sample and multiply the d t  by 100. 

13. Hygroscopic Moistme Cormctiou Factor 
13.1 The hydroscogic moisture cormtion factor is the 

ratio between the m m  of the ovendried sample and the 
airdry mass before a It is a number less than one, 
except  when there is no hygn#lcopic moisture. 

14. Percentages of &it in Swpensfm 
14.1 Calculate the oven-dry ma& of soil used in the 

hydrometer analysis by multiplying the &-dry m m  by the 
hygrosco ic moisture correction kctm. 

14.2 8 alculatt the mw of a total  sample represented by 
the mass of soil used in the hydcometer test, by dividing the 
oven-dry mass u d  by the PtMXntage passing the No. IO 

No. 10 (2.80-ml) sieve 

Correction F e w A  

2.96 0.94 
2.M 0.95 -" - 
2.83 
2.80 
2.75 
2.70 
2.05 
2.60 

0.96 
0.97 
0.98 
0.00 
I .O0 
1 .O1 
1 .O2 

1s. ,Dfuaetg of Soil Partides 
15.1 The diame& of B particle corresponding to the 

percentage  indicated by a gAven' liybmeter reading shall b e ;  

calculated  according to Stokes' law (Note 14), on the  basis 
that B particle of thh diamer  was at the surfam of the 
suspension at the beginning of sedimentation and had  settled 
to the level at which the hydrometer is measuring the density 
ofthe suspension. According to Stokes'  law: 

D = J[30n/980(G - GI)] X C F  

where: 
D = diameter of particle, mm, 

14 
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1 .O00 
1.001 
1 .O02 
1 .O03 
1 . m 4  
1,008 

1 .O06 
1 .O07 
'1 .O08 
1 ! O 0 9  

1.010 

1 .O1 1 
1,012 
1 .O19 
1 .O1 4 

' 1.015 

1 .Me 
1 .O17 
1 .O18 

1 .O20 
1 .O19 

1 .oar 
1 .oz2 

' 1 x123 
1 .O24 
1 .O25 

1 .a26 
1 .on 
1 .gas 
1 . O B  
1 .O30 

1 .O31 
1 .ow 
1.033 
1 .O34 
,1.035 
1 .O36 
1 .O37 
1 .O98 

1 8 3  O 18.8 
16.0 1 

,IB.8 2 
15.5 3 
16.2 4 
15.0 6 

14.7 6 
14.4 7 
14.2 8 
13.9 9 
13.7 10 

13.4 11 
13.1 12 
12.9  13 
12.6 14 
12.3 15 

12.1 16 
11.8 17 
11.5 - 18 
11.3 19 
11.0 20 

10.7 21 
10.6 22 
10.2  23 
10.0  24 
s.7  25 

9.4 26 
9 9  27 
8.9 ' 28 
8.6 29 
8.4 30 

7.8 
8.1 

7.6 
7.3 
7.0 
B.% 
0.5 
8.2 

16.1 
16.0 
16.8 
15.6 
16.5 

15.3 
15.2 
15.0 
14.8 
14.7 

14.5 
14.3 
14.2 
14.0 
13.8 

13.7 
13.5 
13.3 
13.2 
13.0 

1 2.9 
12.7 
12.5 
12.4 
12.2 

12.0 
11.9 
11.7 
11.5 
11.4 

31 

a3 
34 
35 

32 

36 
37 
30 
39 
40 

41 
42 
43 
44 
45 

48 
47 
48 
49 
50 

51 
62' 
53 

, 6 4  

55 

56 
57 
58 
59 
a0 

11.2 
11.1 
10.9 
10.7 
10.6 

10.4 
10.2 
10.1 
9.9 
0.7 

9,6 

9.2 
9.4 

9.1 
8.9 

8.8' ' 

8.3 
8.1 

8.6: 
0.4 

7.9 
7.8 
7.6 
7.4 
7.3 

7.1 
7.0 
8.8 
6.6 
8.5 

of the test results shall be made, plotting the diameters of the 
particles on 8 logarithmic scale as the abscissa and the 
percentages smaller than the corresponding diameters to an 





SECTION 6 

LIQUID LIMIT, PLASTIC LN" AND 
PLASTICITY INDEX OF SOILS 





1. f h Q e  
1.1 This test  method covm the  determination of the 

liquid  limit,  plastic  limit, and the plasticity index of sails as 
defined in Section 3. 

1.1.1 Two procedures for preparing test specimens are 
provided as follows: Wet preparation procedure, 88 d&W 
in 1 O. 1. Dry preparation procedure, as described in 10.2. The 
procedure to be used shall be specified by the r e q u d q  
authority. If no procedure is specifftd, use the wet prcgnra- 
tion procedure. 

1. E.2 Two methods for determining  the  liquid limit are 
provided as follows: Methbd A, Multipoint Wst as d&M 
in Sections 1 1 and 12. Method B, Onepoint test as d&W 
in Sections 14 and  '15. The metbod to be usad shall be 
specified by the requesting  authority. If no method! is 
specified, use Method A. 

1.1.3 The plastic limit  test  procedure  is described in 
Sections 16,17, and 18. The plastic limit test  is performed on 
material prepared for the liquid  limit test, 

1.1.4 The procedure for calculating the plasticity index is 
given in Section 19. 

1.2 The liquid  limit  and  plastic  limit of soils (ala* with 
the shrinkage  limit) are oftcn  collectively referred to as the 
Atterberg limits, These limits distinguished the boundaries of 
the several consistency  states of plastie soils. 

1.3 The multipoint  liquid  limit  method is generally more 
precise than the one-point  method. It is recommended that 
the multipoint  method be used in cases wliere mdts may be 
subject to dispute, or where greater precision is required. 
1.4 Because the onapoiat method requires the operator to 

judge when the test specimen is approximately at its liquid 
limik it is particularly  not  recommended for use by inexpe 
rienced operators. 

1.5 The correlations on which the calculations of the 
one-point methad are based may not be valid for ctrtain 
soils,  such 89 organic sails or soils from a marine environ- 
ment. It is strongly mmm-d:ed! tham the liquid Mmit d 
these soils be determined by $e multipoint m&&. 

1.6 The liquid and plastic limits of many soils thai have 
been allowed to dry before testing may be considmbly 
different from values obtained on undriad samplw. If the 
liquid and plastic  limits of soils are used to mmhte  or 
estimate the endneering  behavior of soils in their natural 
moist state, samplcs should  not be permitted to dry before 
testing  unless data on dried s a m p l ~  are specifically dairecl. 

This ta mahod is under tbc juridiction of A m  (hrnmittee D l 8  on Soil 
and Rock and is the dim mponaibility of SubanminCa D18.03 OP Torture, 
h t i c i t y  and Density olSo&. 

Cumnt edition approved NQV. 15, 1993. PuMirhed J p n u p ~ ~ ~  1994.Ori&&y 
published as D 4318 - 83. Lut p m i Q l u  dition D 4318 - 83''. 

1.7 The composition and cuncentration of soluble salt8 in 
a soil affect the values of the liquid and plastic limits as well 
as the water content  values of soils (se@ Method D 22 16). 
Specid consideration should thdm b &en to soils from 
a marine environment or other m m  whm high soluble 
salt concentrations may be present, The degree to which the 
salts present in these mils are diluted or concentrated must 
be given careful consideration. 

1.8 Since the tests describbd herein are performal only on 
that portion of a soil which passes the 425-pm (No. 40) sieve, 
the relative contribution of tbis portion of the soil to the 
properties of the sample as a whole must be cotlsidercd when 

1.9 The values stated in aoxptabk metric units are to be 
regarded as the standard. The valuesgivea in parenthaes are 
 OF information only. 

1.10 This ,standard does not purport to address all of the 
safety problems, if any, msmiated with its we. It is the 
responsibility of the user of this standard to establish apprcF 
priate s@y and health practice3 and determine the applica- 
bility of regdatory limitaiiom prior to use. 

using th= tGsts to evaluate properties of O soil. 

2. RCEerend Documents 
3.1 ASTM Standards: 
C 670 Practice for Preparine Precision and Bias State- 

ments far Test Methods for Construction Materialsa 
C 702 M&& far RedtrEing Field Samples of Aggregate 

to  Testing Size3 
D 75 Practice for Sampling Aggregates2 
DUO Practice for Investigating and Sampliog Soil and 

D 653 Terminology Relating to $02, Rock, and Contained 
Rock for Engineering Purpaxsa  

FIuidsa 

Subbase, b, and Surface Gmmsd 

Water (Moisture) Content of Soil and Rock2 

(UniAcxi Soil Ckssikatiion SystemY 

D 1241 SPWifiMtiOn for fQF !b&&$lX@ 

D 22 16 Test Method for Lerboratosy Determination of 

D2487 ClWeation of SoiEs for Engineering Purposa 

D 2488 Practice for Dcscriptbn and Identiftcation of Soils 

D3282 Practice for Chmification of Soils and Si-Ag- 

D4753 Specification for Evaluating, Selecting, and Sped- 
rjring Balances and W e s  for Use in Soil and Rock 
Testing3 

(Vhual-M~~ual procedurerz 

Mixtures for H i w a y  Construction Puqmses3 

a A l t n d  Book OJASTM Slrmdad, Vol 04.02. 
3 Ann& B d  qfASTM &n&&, V d  04.08. 



E 11 Specification for Wire-Cloth  Sieves for Testing 
Purposesa 

3. Terminology 
3.1 Dejnitions: 
3.1.1 The definitions of terms in this test  method are in 

3.2 Description of Terms Sgecilc lo This Standard: 
3.2.1 Afterberg limits-Origiaally, six "limits of consis- 

tency" of 5ne-grain4d soils were defined by Albert Atkrberg 
the upper limit of viscous flow, the liquid  limit, the sticky 
limit, the cohesion limit, the plastic  limit, and the shrinkage 
limit. In current engineering usape, the term usually refers 
only to the liquid limit, plastic limit, and in some rcfenncfs, 
the shrinkage limit. 

3.2.2 cowistmq-the relative ease with which  a soit am 
be deformed. 

3.2.3 liquid limit (U)-the water content, in percent, of 
a soil at the aFbitrariy defined boundary between the liquid 
and plastic  states. This water content is defined as the water 
content at which a pat of .*il p h c d  in a standard cup and 
cut by a groove of standard dimensions will flow topthCr at 
the base ofthe groove for a distanct of 13 mm ( V z  in.)  when 
subjected to 25 shocks h m  the cup being dropped 10 mm in 
a standard liquid limit apparatus operated at a rate of 2 
shocks per second. 

3.2.3.1 Diswion-The undraincd shear strength of soil 
at the liquid  limit is considered to be approximately 2 kPa 
(0.28 psi). 

3.2.4 plastic  limit (PL)-the water content, in percent, of 
a soil at the boundary betwcen the plastic and brittle  states. 
The water content at thi5 boundary is the water  content at 
which a soil can no longer be deformed by rolling into 3.2 
mm (Va in.) in diameter thrads without  crumbling. 

3.2.5 plastic soil-a soil which  has a range of water 
content over  which it exhibits plasticity and which will retain 
its shape on drying. 
3.2.6 plasticity index (PJ]--the range of water  content 

over  which a soil  behaves  plastically.  Numerically,  it  is the 
difftrence between the liquid  limit and the plastic limit. 

3.2.7 liquidity index-the ratio, expressed as a percentage 
of (1) the natural water content of a soil minus  its  plastic 
limit, to (2) its plasticity index. 
3.2.8 activity number (A)-the ratio of (1) the plasticity 

index of a soil to (2) the percent by weight of particles  having 
an equivalent diameter smaller than 0.002 mm, 

4. Summary of Test Method 
4.1 The sample is prcmssed to remove any material 

retained on a 425-pm (No. 40) sieve. The liquid  limit is 
determined by performing t r ia ls in which a portion of the 
sample is spread in a brass cup, divided in two by a grooving 
tool, and then dowed to flow  together from the shocks 
caused by repeatedly  dropping the cup in a standard me- 
chnical device. The multipoint liquid  limit,  Method A, 
requires three OF more trials over a range of water  contents ta 
be performed and the data from the trials  plotted or 
calculated to make a relationship from which the liquid limit 
is determined. The one-point liquid limit, Method E, uses 
the data from two  trials at one water content multiplied by a 
correction factor to determine the liquid limit. 

accordance with TePlninoIogJr D 653. 

1 

I34818 

4.2 The plastic  limit  is determined by alternately PR&& 
together and rolling into a 3.2-mm ( 1h-in,)  diameter thread 8' , , 
small portion of plastie soil until its water content is reduced 
to a point at which the thread crumbles and can no longs 
p d  together and rerolled. The water content of the soil at 
this point h reported azo the plastic limit. 

552 



DIMENSIONS 

A 
ESSENTIAL  DIMENSIONS 

\ L d  

FJ * 2.0 

I I  c 1 

I I  r V  DtAMETER 
'ASS PIN 

30 10.753 R 

* 300 0.974R 

330 0.995R I 

\HARD RUBBER BASE CONFORMING \SOFT RUBBER CONFORMING TO 
TO SPECIFICATION IN 6.1. I SPECIFICATION IN 6.1.2 

FIG. 1 Hand-Qperated Llquld Umlt Device 

the cam. (The prcfcmd cam motion is a uniformly amler- 
at&  lift  curve.) 

NOTE I-The cam and follower in Fig. 1 is fob uniEbmly 
accclemtcd  (parabolie) motion a e r  contact and assures that the cup has 
no velocity  at  drop off. Other a m  designs also provide this feature and 
m a y  be used.  However, if the cam-fdlawer lift pattern is not known, 
zero velocity  at drop off can be a m r d  by carefully filing or machining 
the a m  and follower so that the cup heî@ remains constant w w  the 
last 20 to 45' of mm rotution, 

6.1.9 Carriage, constructed in a way that &OW conve- 
nient but mure adjustment ofthe height of drop of the cup 
to 10 mm (0.394 in.), and designed  such that th6 cup and 
cup hanger assembly is only attached to the carriage by 
means  of a  removable  pin. 

6.1.6 Motor Drive (Optional)-As an alternative to the 
hand  crank  shown in E& 1, the device may be equipped with 
a motor to turn the cam. Such a motor must turn the cam at 
2 s O. 1 revolutions per second and must be isolated from the 
rat of the device  by rubber mounts or in some other way 
that prevents  vibration  from the motor being  transmitted ta 
the  rest of the apparatus.  It  must be equipped with an 
ON-OFF switch and a mans of conveniently positioning the 
cam for  hei@  of drop adjustments. The results  abtafned 
using a motor-driven device  must not differ from those 
obtained using a manually operated device. 

6.2 Flat Grooving Tool-A tool made of plastic or 
noncorroding-metal having the dimensions shown in Fu. 2. 
The de@ of the tool may vary as long as the essentid 
dimensions are maintained. The tool  may, but n& not, 
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incorporate  the gage for  adjusting the height of drop of the 
liquid  limit  device. 

NOTE 2-Prior to the adoption ofthis test method. a curved grooving 
tool was specified as part of the apparatus for mrforming the liquid limit 
t a .  ne c u d  tool b not COnsiM to be as amlmtc a$ the flat tool 
described in 6.2 since it d m  not control the depth of the soil in the 
tiquid limit cup. Howcvcr, tlim BEF some &ta which indicate that 
typically the lisuid limit is W t l y  iamaaed when th@ !la$ tool is used 
instead of the curved tool. 

6.3 Gage-A mktal gage block far adjusting the height of 
drop of the cup, having the  dimensions shown in Fig. 3. The 
design of the bol may vary provided the gage will rest 
securely on the base without bein# susceptible to rocking, 
and the edge which contacts the cup during adjustment is 
straight, at least 10' mm (W in.) wide, and without bevd or 
radius. 

6.4 Contuiners"Small corrosion-resimmt containen with 
snug-fitting lids for water content specimens. Aluminum or 
stainless steel cans 2.5 cm (1. in.) hi@ by 5 cm (2 in.) in 
diameter are appropriate. 

6.5 Balance, conforming to Spdfication D 4753, Class 
GP1. 

6.6 Storage Container--A containet in which to store the 
prepared soil specimen that will not contaminate the s p  
imen  in  any way, and will prevent moisture loss. A porcelain, 
glass, OF plastic disli about 1 1.4 cm (4'h in.) in diameter and 
a plastic bag @e enough to enclose  the didi and be foldad 
over is adequate. 

6.7 Ground Glnss Plate-A ground glass plate at least 30 
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cm (12 in.) square by 1 cm (3h in.) thick for rolling p W c  
Limit threads. 

6.8 Spatula-A spatula or piU W e  having a blade about 
2 cm (3/4 in.) wide, and abut 10 to 13 cm (3 to 4 in.) h g .  

6.9 Siew-A 20.34m (%in.) dimeter, 425-pm (NO. 40) 
sieve confoming to the requirements of Specification E 1 1 
and having a rim at least S cm (2 in.) above the me&. A 2- 
mm (No. IO) sieve r n w i f i &  tho stme requiremen@ may alsa 
be needed. 

6.10 Wash Bottle, or similar container for adding con- 
trolled  amounts of water to soil and  washins fines f r ~ m  
coarse particles. 

B.  E 1 Drying Oven, thennostatically controlled, preferably 
ofthe forced-draff type, capable of continuously maintaining 
a  temperature of 110 f S T  (230 * YF) throughout th!: 
drying chamber. 

6.12 Wbshiw Pan, round,  flat-bottomed,  at least 7.6 c q  
(3 in.) deep, and slightly larger at the bottom than a 20.3- 
(8-in.) ~ ~ Z U I M ~ ~ F  sieve. 

7. Reagents and Materials 
7.1 purity of Wizfer-Where~diStilled water is referred t i  

ip this test method, either distilled or demineralized water 
may be used. 
8. sampling 

8.1 !hnpla may be taken from any location that saMd 
testins needs. However, Methods C 702, Practice D 75, md 
pra@tioe D420 should bu used as guides for selecting and 
preserving m p l w  from various types of sampling opera-: 
tiom. Samples which will be prepred using the wet prepata- 
tion procedure (10.1) must bc kept at  their  natural water 
content prior to pmpmation. 

8.2 Where sampling operations have prtserved the natural 
stratification of a sample, the various strata must be kept 
separated and  tests performed on the particular stratum of 
interest with as little wontamination as possible from other 
strata. Where a mixture of materials wiU be used in COIISWUD 

, .  
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sieve, remove these particks by hand (if possible). If it is 
impractical to remove the c o m r  material by hand, remove 
small percentages (less than about 15 %) of coarser material 
by working the spximen through  a 425-pm sieve  using a 
piece of rubber  sheeting, rubbm stopper, OF other convenient 
device  provided the operation  does  not distoR the sieve of 
dq@e material that would be Fetained if the washing 
method described in 10.1.2 were used. If  larger percentages 
of coarse material are encountered  during mixing, or it is 
cansided impraGtical to ~ I U Q V ~  the coarser matcrirtt by tha 
methods just described, wash the sample as dwxibed in 
10.1.2. When the coarse particles found during mixing are 
concretions, shells, ox othw fragile particles, do not crush 
these particles to make  them pass a 425-pm sieve, but 
remove  by hand or by washing. 

10.1.1.3 Place the mixed soil in the storage dish, cover ta 
prevent loss of moisture, &d allow to stand for at least 18 h 
(overnight), After the standing period and imm&teIy 
Wore starting the test, thoroughly xcmix the soil. 
N m  5-The time taken to ndsqutdy mix I soil wiU vary greptly, 

aepWding on the plasticity and initial water oontent. fdtirl 
dmasofmorszhan3omiemayban~forstiff,ffatclayg. 

1 O. 1.2 Samples Containing Material Retuined on a 425- 
pm (No. 40) Sieve: 

10.1.2.1 Select a suffiGent quantity of soil at naturd water 
content to provide 150 to 200 8 of  material PItSsiag the 425- 
pm (No. 40) sieve.  Place in a pan or dish and add sufkient 
water to cover the soil. Allow to soak until all lumps haw 
softened and the fines no longer adhere to the s u r f m %  ofthe 
coarse particles (Note 6). 

NOTE 6--ln some cases, the cations of salts present in tap water will 
exchange with the natural cations in the mil and significantly alter tbc 
test results if tap water is used in the soakîw and washing opwations, 
Unless it is known that such cations am not prtscnt in the tap water, 
distilled or demincdhd water should Ba used. As a gcd rula, warn 
containing mom than 100 mglL of diarotved solids should not k used 
for washing opcratiom~ 

10.1.2.2 When the sample cantains a large percentage of 
matefial  retained on the 42j-pm (No. 40) sieve, perform the 
folIowing  washing operation in increments, washing no mom 
than 0.5 kg (1  Ib) of materid at one time. Place the 425-pn 
sieve in the bottom OC the dean pan. POUF the mil-wtm 
mixture onto the sieve. If gravel; or coarse sand partietes arc 
present, rinse as many of these as possible with small 
quantitics of water h m  a wash bottle, and discard. ~~- 
tively, pour the soil water mixture over a 2.00-rnm (No. IO) 
sieve  nested atop the 429ym sieve, rinse. the fine material 
through and remove the 2.00-mm  sieve.  Afier washin& md 
removing as much of the coarser material as possible, add 
sufficient water to the pan to brins the level to about 13 mm 
('h in.) above the surfam of the 425- pm sieve. Agitate the 
slurry by stirring with the fingers  while raisiq and lowwing 
the sieve in the pan and. swkling the suspension so that fine 
material is washed from the c o m e r  particles. D-c 
fine soil lump8 that have not sl&d by gently  rubbing them 
over the sieve with the fingertips. Complete  the washing 
operation by raising the sieve above the watcr surface and 
rinsing the material  retained with a small amount of clean 
water. Discard materid retained on the 4 S p m  sieve. 

10.1.2.3 Reduce the wawr content of the material pstssing 
the 425 pm (No. 40) sieve until it approaches the liquid' 

limit. Reduction of  water content may be accomplished by 
o w  or a combination of the following methods: (a )  exposing 
to air currents at room  temperature, (6) exposing to warm 
air currents from a source such as an electric hair dryer, op 
(c )  dmxntiw clear water  from  surface of the suspension. 
D d q  evaporation and cooling, stir the sample often 
e n ~ ~ g h  to pravent  overdrying  of  the fringes and soil pinna. 
cles on the suffaa of the mixture. For soil samples con- 
taining soluble salts, we a method of water reduction (a orb) 
that will not eliminate the soluble dts from the test 

IO. 1.2.4 Thoroughly mix the material passing the 425-pm 
mew on the glass plate using the spatula. Adjust the water 
content of the mixture, if necessary, by adding smd 
i n m e n t a  of distilled or demineralized warn or by allowing 
the mixture to dxy at m m  ttmpcrature while mixing on the 
@ass plate. The soil should be at a water content that will 
result in clmm of the groove in 25 to 35 blows. Put the 
mixed soil in the storage dish, cover to prevent loss of 
rnoirhm, and allow to &md €or at least 16 h. After the' 
stan- period and immediately before starting the test, 
thm*y remix the mil. 

10.2 Dry Preparation: i ;  

10.2.1 Select sufficient soil to provide IS0 to 200 g of 
material passing the 425-pm (No. 40) sieve  af€er processin&' 
Dry the sample at room temperature or in an oven at a 
temperature not e x d n g  60°C until the soil clods will, 

plllvcrize readily. Dkagpgation is expedited if the sample is 
not allowed to completely dry. However, the soil should haw' 
a dry appearance when pulverized. 

10.2.2 Pulverize the sample in a mortar with a rubber- 
ti@ pestle or in some other way that does not cause, 

breakdown of individual grains. When the cow partid+ 
fiund during pulverization are concretions, shells, or other, 
w e  pa%ides, do not m h  these particles to make them 
pass a 425ym (No. 40) sieve, but remove by hand or other, 
suitable means, such as washing. 
10.2.3 Separate the sample on a 425-pm (No. 40) sieve, 

shaking the sieve by hand to assum thorough  separation of 
the flnm W o n .  Return the material retained on the, 
425-pm sieve te the pulverizing apparatvs and repeat th$. 
purvcrizing and sieviw operations as many times as neces- 
sary to mure that all fine matmial has been disagrpegated 
and rnatEriat retained on the 425-pm sieve consists only of 
individual sand or gravel grains. 

108.2.4 f i e e  material remaining on the 425pm (No. 40) 
sieve aftct the final pdverizing operations in a dish and soak 
in a smd amount of water. Stir the soil water mixture and 
pour over a 425-prn sieve,  catching the water and any 
swgended Bnes in the washing pan. Pour this suspension 
into a diah containing the dry soil previously  sieved  through 
tbe 42Sym &va. Dimmi material  retained on the 425-pm 
sieve. 

10.2.5 Prweecl m described in 10.1.2.3 and 10.1.2.4. 

t3pximm. 

> , I, . ., 

MULTIBOINT UQUD LIMIT-METHOD A 

11. Rdute  
11.1 Phce a portion of the prepared soil in the cup of the 
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liquid limit device at the point where the cup rests on the 
base, squeeze it down, and spread  it into the cup to a depth 
of about 10 mm at its d e e p t  point,  tapering to form an 
approximately  horizontal su$ace. Take care to eliminate air 
bubbles from the soil pat, but form the pat with as few 
strokes as possible.  Keep the unused  soil in the storage  dish. 
Cover the storage  dish with a wet  towel (or use other means): 
to retain the moisture in the sample. 

11.2 Form a  groove in the soi1 gat by drawing  the  tool, 
beveled edge forward, through the soil on  a  line  joining the. 
highest point to the lowest point on the rim of the cup.  When 
cuttine the groove,  hold the grooving tool  against the surface 
of the cup  and draw in an arc, maintaining the tool 
perpendicular to the surface of the cup throughout its 
movement. See Fig. 5. In soils where a groove  cannot be 
made in one stroke without  tearing the soil, cut the m v e  
with several strokes of the gmving tool. Alternatively, cut 
the groove to slightly less than required  dimensions with EL 
spatula and use the grooving tool to bring the groove to final 
dimensions. Extrcise extreme care to prevent  sliding  the  soil 
pat relative to the suffacc of the cup. 

1 1.3 Verify that no crumbs of soil are prtxnt on  the base 
or the underside of the cup. Lift and drop the cup by turning 
the crank at a rate of 1.9 to 2.1 drops per second until the 
two halves of the soil pat corne in contact at the bottom of 
the groove along a distance of E3 mm ( I h  in.). See Fig. 6. 

NOTE 7-Usc of a s d c  is mommended to verify that  the groove has 
closed 13 mm ('A in.) 

1 1.4 Verify that an air bubble has not caused  premature 
closing of the groove by observing that both  sides of the 
groove have  flowed  together with approximately  the same 
shape. I f  a  bubble  has  caused premature cl~sing of the 
groove, reform the soil in the cup, adding B small amount af 
soil to make up for that lost in the grooving  operation and 
repeat 1 1.1 to 1 1.3. If the soil dides on the surface of the cup, 

repeat 1 1.1 through 1 1.3 at a higher  water  content. If, after 
several trials at successively  higher  water contents, the soil 
pat continues to slide in the cup or if the number of  blows 
required to close the groove is always  less than 25, record 
that the liquid limit could not be determined, and report the 
soil as nonplastie  without  performing the plastic  limit  test. 

1 1.5 Record the number of drops, N, required to close the 
groove. Remove a dice of soil  approximately the width of the 
spatula,  extending  from  edge to edge of the soil cake at right 
angles to the groove and including that portion of the groove 
in which the soil flowed together,  place in a weighed 
container, and covet 

1 1.6 Return the soil remaining in the cup  to  the storage 
dish. Wash and dry the cup  and grooving tool and reattach 
the cup to the carriage in preparation  for the next trial. 

1 1.7 Remix the entire soil specimen in the storage dish 
adding distikd waw to increase the water content of the soil 
and decrease the number of  blows required to close the 
groove. Repeat 1 1.1 through 1 1.6 for at least two additional 
trials producing  successively  lower numbers of  blows to close 
the groove. One of the trials shall be for  a  closure  requiring 
25 to 35 blows, one for  closure  between 20 and 30 blow, and 
one trial for a closure requiring 15 to 25 blows. 

1 1.8 Detemine the water content, W", of the soil spec- 
imen from each trial in accordance  with  Test  Method 
D 2216. Initial wei&ings should be performed  immediately 
after completion of the test. If the test  is to be interrupted for 
IIIQF~? than about 19 minutes, the specimens  already  obtained 
should be weighed at the time of the interruption. 

12. Calculation 
12. I Plot the relationship  between the water content, W", 

and the corresponding number of drops, N, of the cup on a 
semilogarithmic graph with the water content as ordinates on 
the arithmetical scale, and the number of drops as abscissas 



on a logarithmic scale. Draw  the best straight line through 
the three or more  plotted  points. 

12.2 Take the water content corresponding to the inter- 
section of the line with the 25-drop abscissa as thc liquid 
limit of the soil.  Computational methods may be substitutad 
for the graphical method for fitting a straight line to the data 
and determining  the  liquid  limit. 

ONEWINT LIQUID LIMIT-METHOD B 

13. Preparation of Test Specimens 
13.1 Prepare the specimen in the same manner in a w r -  

dance with  Section 10, except that at mixing,  adjust the 
water content to a consistency  requiring 20 to 30 drops ofthe 
liquid  limit cup to close the groove. 

14. Procedure 
14.1 Proceed as described  in 1 1.1 through I 1.5 except that 

the number of blows  required to close the groove shall 20 

T A W  1 Facton for Obtainha Llquld Umlt from Watw Canabnl 
and Number of Drops Causlng Cloaws ~f Qmve 

N k 
(wmbw of Drops) ( F m  for UquiU umlt) 

20 0.974 
21 0.979 
22 0 . W  
23 0.m 
24 0.995 
25 1 .O00 
26 I .O06 
27 1 .O09 
28 1 .O14 
29 1 .O18 
30 1.022 

to 30. If less than 20 or more than 30 blows we required, 
adjust the water content of the mil and repeat the procedure. 

14.2 Immediately after removing 8 water content spec- 
imen as described io 1 1.5, reform the soil in the cup, adding 
a smal l  amount of soil to make up for that lost  in the 
grooving and water content samplin~ orientations.  Repeat 
1 1.2 through 1 1.5, and, if the secand closing of the groove 
requires the  same numbei of drops or no more than two 
drops difference, secure another water content specimen. 
Otherwise, remix the entire specimen and repeat. 

NOTE B-Excmiw dryiq OF inadquate mixing will cause the 
number of blows to vary. 

14.3 Determine water  contents of specimens  in  accor- 
dance with 1 1.8. 
15. Calculation. 

specimen using one of the following equations: 
15.1 Determine the liquid  limit for each  water content 

OF 
L L = k U m  

where: 
N = number of blows  causing closure of the groove at 

water  content, 
W" = water content, and 
k = factor  given  in  Table 1. 
The liquid  limit is the average of the two trial liquid  limit 
values. 

15.2 If the difference between the two trial liquid limit 
vdues is  greater than one percentage  point,  repeat the test. 





plastie w 
3.5 9.9 
3.7 10.6 
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SECTION 7 

TYPICAL FIELD FORMS 



BORROW SOURCE DA?A SHEET 

Completed By; 

I Conlrsclor; Date: 

Equlpment Typa: I' , Borrow Souree No: 

LOCATION 

U.T.M.Co-orde. a / - .... N 

ACCIIB: 

Obllquas: 

Sits: 

Vegetallan: 

Ground Cover; 

Mlrc.: 

Pit Walls: 

Terrain Type: 

VbOerrtiOn & Ground Cover: 
( I Y P ~ ,  Usnslty, dla., & M.) 

Surfre9 Boulders: 
(alte L VO cowage) 

Dralnrge: 

Wlldllfr Slghrlngs: 
(Incl. nests. tracks, etc.) 

HhlQrkll and Archeolo01cal: 
I! include ph0108 of ph walls on test holm logs), 
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